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ambiguous and often overlapping relationship between these two
concepts. What is forbidden— by our individual mores, and by the
written and unwritten laws of our society— is often subjective, con
stantly changing and blurring and so is our view of punishment.
In an oral history excerpt with a retired gay cop, the line between
cops and criminals is blurred as the cop discusses the sexual attrac
tion between himself and some of those he arrested, and a reversal
that occurred when he became the prey.
The ease with which one can move between the worlds of crime
and punishment is further suggested in an interview with Kim
Wozencraft and Richard Stratton— both writers who have served
time in prison for crimes they committed— as they discuss prison
as punishment, their views on atonement, and the importance of
writing as freedom.
In a “Kairos” document from the class of 1994 New York Theo
logical Seminary at Sing Sing prison, written by 16 men with a
total of 197 years of imprisonment, the criminals reflect on what
their prison terms and their studies have taught them about reha
bilitation and redemption. Poetry by Rebecca Seiferle, Sarah Ran
dolph, and Richard McCann suggests the punishing aspects of
some avenues to salvation.
A story by Ari Surdoval depicts a struggle with the inner demon
of drug dependency and suggests how a “victimless” crime can take
on a life of its own and inhabit a person. Stories by Lucy Rosenthal,
Charles Glazier, Joan K. Peters, James Chapman, and Edith Chevat
deal with the notion of betrayal and deception— how a friend, a
parent, a government can dish out destruction under the guise of
love or the protection of certain ideals.
Crime and punishment are unstable concepts that filter through
our individual and collective psyches in ways we are seldom aware
of. As Peggy Garrison says in “To My Husband in Ja il” about the
impossible love of an abusive relationship, “No place except a head
is big enough to hold these extremes.”
GERRY ALBARELLI, MARIN GAZZAN IGA,

Issue Editors

and A N D R E E

PAGES

Interview with a Gay Cop
by Gerry A lb arelli

OKAY, WE L E F T O F F Y E S T E R D A Y T A L K I N G A B O U T

being gay and how I deal with arresting prisoners that
might or may not be attracted to me whatsoever. I don’t
know— working in the neighborhood I was working in and
having the attraction towards that type o f person— you
know, we talked about it yesterday. There are certain types
that you’re attracted to when you’re gay. And my type hap
pens to be the Latin men. And working on the Lower East
Side was really kind of difficult because there were so many
of them— especially street kids, I was always attracted to
them. Not young kids at all; that was far from being my
thing. But you know, just the tough, street-type person I
think I was attracted to. And there were quite a few o f them
where I worked as a cop.
One guy comes to mind— well, actually at the time that I
knew him he was a small-time burglar, small-time car thief,
small-time pickpocket, dabbled in drugs just like ninety-nine
point nine percent of the kids in the neighborhood. There’s no
sense giving his name. He was a really nice guy and was a
weekly collar for our Anti-Crime Team. Our Anti-Crime
Team consisted of about ten men— there were two teams of
five. And it was, periodically, catching him one week, bring
ing him to court, having him do ten to fifteen days for the
crime he committed, and him being back out again.
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Well, one thing about this guy was he had a wonderful
physique. Extremely handsome guy, he really was. I would
say I was in my mid-twenties, and he must have been about
four or five years younger than me. But he was in really good
shape. He kept himself in decent shape, even though I’m sure
he did drugs every once in a while, but probably never any of
the heavy stuff. Anyhow, make a long story short— busting
him on and on and on. You know, on and on, for many years.
And you get to know him. And this and that. And he gets to
know all of us by first name. And because one thing I think
you should understand— as a cop— and a criminal, career
criminal (and what I mean by that, someone who doesn’t go
out and murder someone; I’m talking about petty thieves,
much like this guy is) is that it all becomes a game. It really is
a game. I did something wrong, you didn’t catch me. Next
week I ’m doing something wrong, you caught me. You
know. It’s one of those. “Okay, O’Connor, you got me.” And
he was that type of person. But he was a little bit different.
Being in such good shape he was always a good runner. And
every time he did something wrong and we would slow down
our car to see him on the street, he’d take off like a bat, like a
bandit. But he had his share of being caught. Oh, anyhow, to
make a long story short— bust on and off. I think I was the
last one to bust him and I busted him for, I think, one of his
heaviest crimes, which was a robbery. It wasn’t a violent rob
bery. But it was a robbery nonetheless. He just picked on the
wrong person. And so I put him away, and instead of doing a
normal ten to fifteen, I think he got a three-to-five sentence,
something like that, for the robbery. And that was the last
I’ve seen of him. That was the last anyone’s ever seen of him.
(2 )
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Funny thing is now, just recently, I’m going back, well,
actually I’m going back less than two years— I’m now
retired and I now have my own business, in midtown Man
hattan, private investigation firm— and I ’m waiting for the
elevator to go up to my office. And this handsome Hispanic
guy walks into the lobby as I’m waiting for my elevator. And
he’s wearing dark glasses. I glance over at him; he glances
over at me. This and that. All of a sudden the glasses come
off of the face and he said, "God, you look like somebody I
know.” I said, “Yeah. Okay.” That’s nice, you know. What
ever. It wasn’t a come-on or anything else like that. It was
just: you know, you look like someone I know. And then he
kept it up. He says, “He used to be a cop on the Lower East
Side.” I said, "Oh? No kidding.” I said, “Well, I used to be
one.” He says, “Yeah, his name was— ” And then he men
tioned my name. You know? And I said, “Yeah, well, that’s
me.” He said, “Hey, don’t you remember me?” You know,
this and that. “I’m— ” so and so. So I said, “Oh God, you’re
kidding me.” And we reminisced a little bit.
And he explained to me that he had just gotten out of jail
on the bust that I had put him in on, because I had put him
in for three to five years, but while he was in there he killed
someone who, from what he described, was coming on to
him, or whatever, like that. He’s still a very handsome guy to
this day. And I don’t know— I guess— it’s hard, you know,
it’s hard to talk about. Well, this doesn’t have anything to do
with me being a cop at the time.
Well, anyhow, I give him my business card, tell him to
look me up if he’s down on his luck. This and that. So we got
to meet later on that week and the whole thing was like— I
131
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said, “You kill a guy for coming on to you?”
He says, “Yeah.” He says, “He wasn’t my type.”
I said, “Oh, geez, well, what a shame,” I said.
He says, “Yeah, but you are— ”
And before you know it we had a little roust. We had a lit
tle thing going, me and him. But it didn’t really last. I don’t
even know why I’m bringing it up, to be honest with you.
But the temptation was there when I was a kid. There was
another kid too in the precinct. There were so many of them,
it’s really ridiculous. The young Latin, the young Hispanic
kids who keep themselves in shape and stuff like that. We
used to bust them left and right. The Lower East Side. Used
to be a strong temptation.
But I’ll tell you the truth, in all my time on the job—
when I put in my eight hours, even the overtime hours, there
was never any connection made with me and a guy. Even
though you fantasize about it and this and that. It was never
pursued. I don’t know. It’s really tough to explain: being a
cop, all right, and being gay, I mean, it calls for the ultimate
amount o f discretion on the job. And you actually steer more
away from becoming attracted to or following through on
that look that you get.
Being a cop back then in the seventies and eighties— well,
even I guess for a young kid today, I’m sure there’s a large share
of cops who are gay and just don’t want people to know about
it. Because you’re a society within a society. You know what I
mean? You’re a fraternity. You're one of the largest gangs in
the world. And they set their own rules and their own modes
and their own sense of operation within society and you just
don’t step out of that. There was a large fear of being exposed.
14)
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I can go back to being fairly new on the job. Let me see
how I can explain this. Lived on Staten Island, so there was a
car pool going. But I was in a very active squad on the Lower
East Side so it was a lot of arrests and this and that. I used to
relish, I used to enjoy the idea of breaking away from the car
pool every once in a while, and getting out on my own, espe
cially when my hormones were fucking pumping. You know
what I mean? Back then, being married, being a cop, and so
on and so forth, and being as discreet as I was, I’m not
ashamed to say, I was really heavily into cruising. Tearooms
and stuff like that. This is pre-AIDS, and it may sound dis
gusting to you now, but it really wasn’t. It was a hot scene,
and I was a hot guy and we— you know, that was basically
my thing. That was basically I guess what you could say now
is how I got my rocks off back then. You know what I mean?
By flirting, following through in these tearooms and stuff
like that.
I can remember one time. I mean, you talk about fear of
being exposed as a cop. It was probably the worst thing that
could happen to a young kid on the job— to be exposed as
being gay, because he had his whole career ahead of him. I
think as you get older and you get more knowledgeable, you
realize that your friends are gonna be your friends no matter
what, I mean, they would tolerate everything— even, includ
ing you being gay. A lot of them realize that being gay is not a
disease or anything like that— I think that’s when it comes to
the point where you’re not so fearful of being exposed.
But let me tell you, you talk about fear of being exposed—
Carpooling into Manhattan with about three or four guys.
You do a midnight-to-eight tour. I make an arrest. I go to
15)
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court. I used to like the idea of having to take the ferry home.
And the subway home. And this and that. And you would
stop off at these little secluded spots where you knew it was
gay hang-outs and this and that. And it was, you know, offduty, not a care in the world— One of the cruising spots back
then, I guess in the early seventies it must have been, was the
Staten Island ferry. It was the old-fashioned ferries and they
had the normal typical men’s room tearoom type style where
you would go in and men would check each other out and
stuff like that. It was pretty heavy during rush-hour times
and probably very confusing, probably a lot of things not got
done, except scoping out. But this particular time it was in
the afternoon—
I walk into the men's room and I walk past the stalls,
which are all open, and this young kid is giving me a comeon. You know? In the stall. And needless to say, my hor
mones are pumping like crazy. And I was just in the mood to
play around with this kid. I mean, what can you do in the
men’s room— harmless fun, you could actually say. But he
was really giving me the come-on real hard and I was pick
ing up on it real hard. And we were like real close to getting
something done— when this guy walks into the room, and
walks up to the urinal. So now the connection is broken be
tween me and the kid for a while until we realize this guy at
the urinal is gonna be there for a long time. And then the
connection gets started again. So once the connection got
started again and the guy at the urinal saw what we were up
to, all of a sudden he comes back and he starts pushing us
around like, you know, this and that. And he shows us a
shield and in runs his partner, or whoever he was. And now
(61
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they got us there and “What are you guys up to?” They gave
us the whole run— and actually nothing had got started. I
mean, it was all— you know— well, something would have
got started, but up until that point nothing had. And we
were about ten minutes away from docking and those ten
minutes were like ten years for me, because now I had to ex
pose myself as a cop to another cop.
And they knew what I was up to there. No question about
it. So, what the heck? I kind of like flashed my identifica
tion. I wouldn’t give it over because I didn’t want them to
get a close look at it. And they flashed over their identifica
tion. I never got a close look at theirs. For all I know, they
could have been rip-off artists. I really don’t know.
But the fear of being exposed at that moment was so over
whelming it was incredible. The ten-minute docking time
left to go to Staten Island was like eternity. I don’t even
remember half the things I babbled out, or half the things
that were asked me and so on and so forth. But it was a typi
cal police routine that they pulled: one good guy, one bad
guy. The good guy going, “Ah, the guy’s on the job, leave
him alone, we don’t have— ” “But Mike, we gotta do the
report. We gotta do this. We gotta do that. We’re here on an
assignment. There’s a Sixty-one. There’s a complaint about
the men’s rooms on the— We gotta put something down on
paper. We should lock these guys up. What the fuck— you
know, why give him a break? H e’s a scumbag.”
And, it was just total total humiliation and degradation.
I think it added tenfold to it because I was a cop and because
I was part of them and they were giving me this line of shit.
You know? And then— okay, so it’s docking time. Finally
17)
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the good guy says, “Listen, the boats gonna dock. Just walk
off. Don’t look at my partner. Don’t say nothing to him. Ju st
walk off the boat. Don’t say nothing.” So I did. I walked off
the boat.
And I could tell you about cold sweats and I could tell you
about sleepless nights for at least two weeks.

I8 |

Excerpts from A Kairos
by the Class o f ’9 4 , N ew York Theological Seminary
at Sing Sing, M ay 3 1 , 1 9 9 4

KAIROS: G R E E K W O R D U S E D I N T H E N E W T E S T A -

ment. It signifies a special moment of grace, truth, and
decision, a God-given time for conversion and hope. A kairos
moment is different from ordinary time in that the very
meaning of faith is at stake.
OUR C L A S S A N D ITS C O N T E X T

i . The Class of ’94, New York Theological Seminary master s
degree program at Sing Sing, is composed of 16 men.
— On the average we have been imprisoned for 13 years;
we have been imprisoned a total of 197 years.
— Our average sentence is 15 years to life. The lightest sen
tence is 5 to 10 years imprisonment, the maximum 25
years to life.
— At the time of arrest our average age was 26. The
youngest was 16 , the oldest 42.
— Our average age is now 38. The youngest is 27, the
oldest 52.

191
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— Ten of us are African-American, five are Puerto Rican,
and one is Italian-American, a fair representation of the
New York prison population.
— All of us are from the New York City area.
— Ten were convicted of homicide-related offenses. Six
were convicted of drug-related offenses.
— Thirteen of us will make a parole board appearance by
1996. The earliest appearance is 1994, the latest 2007.
— Twelve of us are first-time offenders.
— Five members of the class were between the ages of 16
and 19 at the time of their arrest. Their average age now
is 3 1 . Their average age at their first parole board ap
pearance will be 34. At arrest none o f them had high
school or G E D diplomas. They all were convicted of
homicide-related offenses. None of them had ever been
in prison before.
2.

When we were sentenced by the criminal justice sys
tem, we were sent into this foreign and desolate land and
told that we would be “rehabilitated” prior to being sent
back home to our “promised land.”

3.

But when we looked around the desolate city, we saw
nothing but violence, destruction, drugs, and depriva
tion of fundamental human rights. We are told what we

I ro I
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can eat, when we can eat it, and how we must eat it. We
are told what type of clothing we can wear, when to wear
it, and where we can wear it; when we can sleep and
when we cannot sleep; where we can walk and where we
cannot walk; when we can show affection to our families
and when we cannot show affection; where we can sit
and where we cannot sit; where we can stand and where
we cannot stand.
4. The criminal justice system often utilizes the term
“rehabilitation” when it means “punishment.” Rehab
ilitation would be designed to alter destructive behavior
and shape constructive attitudes. Too often, though,
prison means lock them up and throw away the key. Get
tough on criminals; give them stiffer sentences; take
away any programs that would allow for education,
responsibility, or temporary release. In short, exile them
and assure that they remain social “outcasts.”
REHABILITATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

5.

As a result of our incarceration we have come to realize
that our actions of the past were often rooted in ir
responsible and selfish behavior. We accept the full
responsibility for our actions. During our stay in prison
we have attempted to change any base desires and habits
that have landed us here. We see our once irresponsible
behavior as weeds that are no longer nourished and
tolerated in the gardens of our new mind. I f our prison
records were made available to you perhaps the most

1 11
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noted feature would be our long list o f accomplish
ments, both individual and collective. You would also
see that we are no longer controlled by destructive forces
and our old patterns of behavior.
6. Class member Eric Waters said, “Prison is social death.”
However, in death there is life. Christ died so that folk
may have eternal life. Jesus showed his disciples not only
his scars, but also his victory. In baptism there is sym
bolic death and resurrection. The old self is washed away
and the new self born.
7.

Another of our classmates, Thomas Pepe, said, “Within
all things is the presence of God. Not until we realize
this truth can we obtain the Kingdom of God within
this world.” We recognize that God is with us, guiding
us, helping us to make it through troubled times.

8. As God instructed the exiled folk in Jeremiah 29, God
has also instructed us to seek the “shalom of the city” to
which we have been exiled.
9.

(12)

Past and present students of New York Theological
Seminary at Sing Sing have labored hard in the city to
which we have been sent. Our classmate Fred Hilton
said, “We have reached the pinnacle of education offered
in the New York State prison system and we have
quality skills to offer society.”
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i o. During the course of our collective prison experience we
have encountered many trials and hardships and have
attempted to utilize these experiences as a crucible to
forge a new, more positive, and Christ-like character.
New York Theological Seminary has been instrumental
in equipping us with the theological education and the
pastoral counselling skills necessary in order to assist us
in the revitalization of our communities, whether in
prison or in society.
1 1 . Through Moses God told pharaoh to let the people go so
that they could worship God. Dr. Dale Irvin, one of our
class instructors, said, “You can’t worship God until you
are free.” God has truly allowed his grace to descend
upon us and transform us. Our classmate Ben Monroe
said, “We are equipped to carry out the ministerial re
quirements of Luke 4 :18 : ‘He has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim
release to the captives and recovering of sight to the
blind, to set at liberty those who are oppressed.’”
12 . In many of the communities that we come from the
demons of hopelessness, apathy, despair, and fear, to
name just a few, are running rampant. We feel that our
transformation and conversion while in prison along
with our level of education, fortitude, and determina
tion to act responsibly in spite of these negative forces
will shield us once we leave prison. We see ourselves as
agents of change in the rebuilding and possibly in the
restructuring o f our communities.

(13)
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RESTORATION AND SALVATION

13 . God has already forgiven us by allowing divine grace to
descend upon us. So now we stand before you as humble
servants of God asking for help to receive our physical
liberation.
14. We have traveled a long and difficult road to reach the
point at which we now stand. Although our journey is
far from over, we suddenly find ourselves at an impasse
that prevents us from moving forward to our restoration
and salvation. We seek to be whole once again and desire
the opportunity to begin anew. It is now time to build
the bridge that will enable us to continue our journey to
wholeness and reintegration. Salvation for each of us lies
in our restoration to family, community, and humanity.
15 . We want to return to society as “wounded healers,” men
who suffer the pains of many wounds, but understand
that there is a healing power in our woundedness that
helps us to recognize the same woundedness in others.
16. The question that we now ask is, who will be our savior?
Who will stretch forth their hand and offer us their
embrace? From the perspective of our individual faith
commitment we already know the answer to this
question in the spiritual sense. However, we would also
like to see this question answered in a very real and tan
gible way.

(14)
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17 . We cannot be saved until we are free, and we will not be
free until we are saved. It is at this point that the spir
itual action joins with the physical action. The mere fact
that we are standing at this threshold of academic
achievement as new men with new minds, new hearts,
and new souls is a sign of God’s grace. Surely God has
been travelling with us through our long hard journey.
18. We all have gifts that we are eager to share, yet there is
no bridge to take us to the other side of the impasse. All
we ask is that we be given the opportunity to prove our
worth and worthiness to heal some of the wounds we
have created, so that our wounds might be healed in the
process. Our salvation must include our participation in
the healing of our communities. In the words of our
classmate Thomas Pepe, “We are no longer liabilities,
but assets waiting to be used.” We desire to be restored
so that we may lend a hand in the restoration of others,
and we desire salvation so that we may lend a hand in the
salvation of others. “They overcame by their testimonies
and the blood of the lamb...” (Rev. 12:00).

24. Our study of the scriptures informs us that in the eyes of
Jesus we are already forgiven for the activities that
landed us in prison. We have atoned for the errors we
have made in the past and we have paid our debt to
society. We ask you, the people of goodwill, to forgive us
too (see Luke 6:37; 8 :4 1—50). In the wilderness all
I 15 •
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voices need to be heard from and a little light in the
darkness is better than no light at all. Let us join forces
as children of light to combat the wiles and the many
evils that are currently plaguing our society. “For we are
God’s servants, working together” (i Cor. 3:0).
Jose A. Berdecta
Ernesto Melendez
D avid G. Bookhart
Ben Monroe
E. SharifDeShazor
Thomas Pepe
Mark Graham
Larry Pilgrim
B illy G riffin
Victor Rivera
Fred Hilton
Luis Serrano
Richard Brion Martin
'William Eric Waters
Ju lio Medina
Maurice Wilder
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Mouth of Flowers
by A rt Surdoval

JONES

IS S K I N

AND

BONES

BUT

HIS

BLOOD

IS

clean. He balances his sunken Irish eyes in the well of his
skull and teeters on the curb of 7 th and B. His neck cranes
away and the fat flakes of snow cover him like cobwebs. I am
coming at him from behind, walking deeper into the A l
phabet, and he doesn’t turn around even once. My first im
pulse is to leadpipe him, jack him at the base of his skull.
It’s a long way from A to B and it is the middle of the
afternoon, the middle of winter, the wind thins the heaviest
coat. The day paints the world gray, makes it hard to say
what is pavement what is sky. I rub sleep from my eyes.
Cramped and cold, everything looks like it could shatter
under the weight of one good blow. Stoplights and parking
meters could crash like glass if anyone had the strength to
swing. To the left the park lays empty, frozen and dying,
shanty towns long burned down, stiff with the rigor mortis
of January. This brand-new year came late. It made us wait
but nothing changed.
Jones comes into focus as I come closer. He doesn’t shiver or
shrink when the wind picks up. I huddle into my coat. This
block takes forever, not that anyone cares. I could close my
eyes and lie it is a walk to the gallows or a march from a Gal
lipoli trench if it weren’t so obviously not. If it wasn’t so over
flowing with nothing, I could imagine it was a lot of things.

1 17)
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Sometimes it seems as if my head floats unattached above
my body, pulling strings to keep itself amused, to keep the
body moving. There’s an expression, “His right hand didn’t
know what his left hand was doing.” It’s not like that with
me. My right hand and left hand know, I suppose. I know
they know, because I know, and I remember. They just don’t
care and neither do 1 . 1 am the last person in the world you
would ever want to meet.
See, people like Jones are people like me and we are the
worst kind of liars, harboring hope for ruin and noble
tragedy. All our mistakes are so easily avoidable, but we pur
sue them like mean and ugly lovers, praying they will lend
us sense of purpose. Nobody’s tragic, though it passes time
to pretend. I’m so sick of all this, sick to death inside, but I
still lean up against the wall and wait for Jones to turn and
notice me.
I f someone pulled down constellations and harnessed them
to wood with rope and nails it wouldn’t come close to Coney
Island. Sitting on the benches of the boardwalk, listening to
the moon push salt water into sand, staring at the lights of
New Jersey and pretending they were Lisbon or Marrakesh,
that I could see for thousands of miles. Sipping cold, brownbagged beer, flirting with Puerto Rican Brooklyn girls,
their names tattooed in hearts on their right shoulders.
Young and high and brave, immortal in a moment, like
holding light without heat in cupped palms. I was grounded
fireworks that couldn’t dim, drunk and sunburnt, moving
with grace over sand-specked pine.
Past the wheels of fortune and games of chance, the rot
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ting roller coaster that could splinter to kindling in a blink.
I paid a dollar to see the two-headed baby floating silent and
gentle in a jar of formaldehyde. Down the boardwalk old
Italian women disguised as werewolf-movie gypsies tried to
guess my name, promising they saw light in my stars. I
wanted to twirl in circles, each eye a camera, each blink a
shutter snap, a photo I could hold.
At the end of the night under the bright white light of the
N train little black girls curled on the plastic seats, thinly
sewed pink bears stuffed with sawdust held close to them.
Everyone glowed. The smacks of the train on the tracks, the
chatter and laughter, the memory of the calliope; we were an
orchestra. Tonight we had all done something; we had all gone
somewhere. Chin on hand, elbow on knee, waiting patiently
for Union Street, I knew when I got home, I would sleep.
In a younger summer Coney Island felt as close as sight and
smell, but leaning freezing against brick a foot from Jones, it
seems farther than a starless sky and I’m cold and tired so I
clear my throat loudly for him to turn.
His back still to me he says, Yeah. Yeah. I was kind of
wondering how long you were just going to lean there. He
reaches under my coat and takes my cigarettes from my
breast pocket. He lights one, offers me another before hand
ing the pack back.
You know you can see right through these, I say tapping
on the window of the bar. You stand out here like a fucking
stop sign.
For the first time in his life, Jones is broke. He has just
enough for a bag and they won’t let him sit inside without a
1 19)
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glass in front of him. So he swears he was waiting for me,
didn’t want me to get lost. I nod anyway as I follow him in,
buying two dollar drafts. A bartender is propped at the taps
like a wooden cigar store Indian. Stiff and crude, he doesn’t
seem to move even as he pours. His eyes don’t leave the TV
as he slides the mugs to me. Jones picks a table by the win
dow and starts to wait.
We sit in the din of the television, silent. Three balls for
fifty cents is pinball. Three songs for a dollar is the jukebox.
T V is free, always free, so they never turn it down. Both TVs
screech with Jones and me between them. Jones faces a cop
show and I can see a documentary. Landmines still kill
hundreds of Vietnamese children every year. They force
them to prod the ground with pointed sticks to prove it is
safe for grazing. From the pictures it is impossible to tell
that the shredded pile of blood and skin and bone used to be
a little boy. A commercial comes on. I don’t look at Jones and
he won’t look at me.
Years ago we stuffed entire nights with talk. Now we
miser our time misreading each other’s minds. Every tick
from the watches on our wrists sounds like the safety pulled
off a pistol. Wrenching words like roots from earth, a song
on the jukebox a missed pool shot. These are the seeds for our
conversations.
In the deepest of secretlys we dream we are doomed to
fame. We will be loved and coveted by millions and we will
never have to say a word, to reveal a thing. The ultimate
something pulled from nothing, but we need to earn it, suf
fer to deserve it. That’s why all our times are times like this,
winters without nickels days o f filling ashtrays. It lends us
(20 1
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credibility. Because there must be something more. There
must be a reward. A day when we grin like idiots from glossy
pages in magazines and bum ten million T V screens in our
glimmering image. The trick is figuring out how to kill this
endless now, this perpetual present tense, that separates us
from then. We’ll kiss our Saint Christophers three thousand
times, weight our pockets with butterfly knives, scratch on
the eight ball until we get let out.
Jones itches in his seat. He inhales and goes, You want to
know what? Check this out. I was down here last night,
right? ’Cause I ran out and had to come back down. So okay
I get two bags one for last night and one for this morning
and I haven’t taken ten steps when like from nowhere this fat
maniac jumps on me piggy back. And he’s got one hand rip
ping my shirt scratching my chest and the other trying to
get the bags from my pocket. And he’s trying to pull me
back on my back and I’m trying to shake him off and he
weighs like fucking three hundred pounds and he’s scream
ing gimme gimme gimme. So they’re just on him in a
second, right? All four of them and man they fucked him up
one of them’s got him by the hair pounding his face in the
ground and one’s hitting him in the back with a trash can
and the other two are kicking his ribs in. So they each get an
arm and a leg and they drag him over and make him bite the
curb, you know? So then he gets on his hands and knees to
pick up his teeth and they start kicking him in the ass,
throwing bottles at him. They didn’t even know I was still
there. They’re all laughing and they see me and they’re all
going, okay,papi, okay. You split now.
He sips his beer and looks for my reaction. I won’t look
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him in the eye. I stare into my drink and can’t help but
think, there’s no sense in listening.
You know it’s just business, I say. It’s just that that’s bad
for business is why.
He looks away, at the rigged pinball, then out the window
at the freezing street. Somewhere inside he needs to think they
like him. I used to think they might. They always tell him,
You watch out now, papi, watch when you cross that street.
Don’t get your picture taken. Careful now, papi, careful. He
doesn’t see the thickness of his sickness stripping him thin. I
can see right through him. Underneath the dirty clothes and
the grease in his skin, I can still smell the perfume of old
Southern money. He breezes into the Alphabet like humid
Virginia noon, wrinkled tens in fist. They call him papi be
cause they love what he lends them. He lets them pretend the
world has turned upside down, that they’ve grabbed it by the
ankles and can shake the change from its pockets.
He’s no fool, though. He just has eyes like a cop’s mirrored
sunglasses. He can see everything but himself and when I
look into his face all I can see is my reflection. All I know of
this I know from him. He explained it like this: down here it
is better to be crazy than tough and it is best to be invisible.
That’s why he jaywalks after he cops, crosses the block to
make the Con Ed truck stop when everyone knows they’re
really 5-0. They whisper generate generate and Jones just
moves so smooth past them. It’s like hiding in plain sight,
he once told me. He reaches for invisibility.
I tell Jones I don’t remember meeting him, convince him he
doesn’t remember me. I do, though, so vividly, like a movie.
(22 }
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Sitting on the steps of the Post Office on 30th and 8th, I
could spot him a mile away. It was like he was a siren flash
ing red. I’d sit seething with need. He had everything I had
and everything I wanted. I knew I would never be like that,
so beautiful and stupid and new. I could never be him, so I
had to settle for making him me.
In the beginning we moved like the dream from a
deathbed. I saw a faceless body, crippled and withered with
disease, lying in bed dreaming ofjones, dreaming of me. We
floated like newspaper in fire, no more than sleight of hand,
a trick of light and mirror. Someone’s last thought, last fever
dream, before death. It was hypnotism. I couldn’t open my
eyes. A world inside glowing bright, Coney Island’s light,
waves in my veins. The burden of control over my life magi
cally lifted away.
I look at him across the rickety table. He wants to believe
the boys saved him out of compassion not obligation and I
should have known better than to say anything. He’s almost
funny when he’s angry, he looks like a baby. He crosses his
arms over his chest and purses his lips and squints his eyes.
Suddenly I want to cover my ears and scream, to keep
screaming, over all the TVs and all the drinking.
I remember waiting in line with him. This is when they still
lowered it from rooftops, when it came from the sky in a
bucket. Old people, little kids, wrinkled, cracked skin like
the floor of a dried river bed, calloused hands wringing and
twitching. Flesh in all the shades of brown, like leather and
flan and soil and skin white like paste, skin gone from pink
to gray, waiting aching single-file. We were the only ones
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without our heads bowed. Jones stared ahead and I looked
around. I saw them all, but I can’t remember faces because
they seemed tucked away, hidden.
If the block was a clock the pregnant girl was the second
hand, sweeping in slow circles. Where we stood marked 12,
the top of the face, and she couldn’t have been more than six
teen. Her belly loomed huge, like a fruit tree in bloom. She
pushed a baby carriage with wheels that wobbled like an old
shopping cart. In the carriage, under a worn bath mat, a
cracked plastic baby doll blinked its blue glass eyes to the
rhythm of her steps. No step was bigger than the next, no
step quicker. She paced herself, concentrating much too
hard to be inconspicuous, as she circled slowly, waiting.
Later, when I mentioned her, Jones, loaded, said, She
probably wasn’t even pregnant. She probably just shoplifted
a turkey. I clenched my jaw and looked away. The next day
was Thanksgiving.
It would be easier to make it rain than reach across the table
and take his hand. I like to ask myself what I’m doing here,
like I don’t know. If it weren’t for Jones I ’d be completely
alone. No one ever calls. Sitting lonelier than suicide under
the dim burden of boredom. Another day wasted feeling
sorry for myself. Like the joke kids say, rubbing the thumb
to the index finger. I play a tiny violin for myself.
I look at Jones and want to say, Hey, do you remember
when you came over and we got high and listened to that old
record and we didn’t say one word, not even between the
songs, just sat there shoulder to shoulder and listened from
the first song to the last? Or, Do you remember that time we
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stole that wine and sat on the stoop on St. Marks Place
drinking it and that rock star came up and was all like,
what’s up and reaching for the bottle and you go, hey, three
bucks motherfucker and chased him away?
I remember one morning watching Jones bolt awake,
tears streaming down his cheeks. He had dreamed he stood
with his parents on a sheet of coral bleached white from the
salt of a clear green sea. In the dream he was bursting with
love when the coral cracked and sent him floating alone into
the sea. His mother and father stood arm in arm on the
broken coral shore, waving goodbye. At the time of his
dream he’d never even seen dope, but the threat of addiction
always seemed to hover close to him, circling him like the
rings of Saturn.
I open my mouth to speak but he is out of the chair, put
ting on his coat as he moves toward the door. Through the
window he’s seen the boys scatter to their stoops and corners.
I gather my coat and place the empty glasses on the bar. The
bartender says, Two more? When I shake my head he says, I
didn’t think so.
I sit where Jones sat and watch him cross the street.
Avenue B, it’s the tip of the iceberg. Soon Jones will be on D,
drowning below Houston. Sometimes the whole world can
seem just three streets deep. I keep telling myself there’s
more, there’s more. Ju st one block west and one block north,
there is a bar with no jukebox, no pool table, no TV. The
brick and wood is lit with red bulbs and candles and a mirror
leans between clean, empty glasses for pints. Anywhere you
sit you see your shadow.
The bartender is from Dublin. She always asks my name,yer
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name’s again, yeh?, smiles when I tell her, and lets me drink for
free. I’d sip staring, thinking, who hit you? The teeth that
aren’t chipped are crooked so when she smiles she tries to keep
her lips together. The first time I watched her, I swear I could
have cried. Her beauty seemed so sturdy, nothing crumbling.
A smile so truthful, so human, like a cartoon cat. I asked her
name and as she pushed it off her lips I saw dandelion seeds
caught on breeze. It means fair-shouldered, she said, and
smiled with her lips together. A rose-petal tongue, buttercup
gums, chipped teeth like daisies. She hides the mouth of
flowers. She keeps the secret from everyone but me. I won’t tell
a soul, I whispered, relieved she couldn’t hear me.
In the springs when I was little, my sisters held buttercups
beneath my chin, asking, Do you like butter, then looking for
the yellow pool of the sun’s reflection. You do like butter,
they’d say, and I’d rub my chin for the glowing spot of light.
The bartender is a painter. I tried to imagine her paint
ings as she described them, but what do colors sound like?
Those same springs I heard a creek in the woods behind
my house. I spent hours walking in circles, baby-stepping
through dried leaves and fallen trees, looking listening. I f I
stood still and held my breath I could hear water trickle over
stones. It sounded like a promise, something mystic whis
pered over the hissing of insects and murmur of birds. I ’d
close my eyes and move to where I thought it hid, stopping
every few feet to listen and reach. The stream’s whisper
teased me closer, then closer, but never once to her. I sat on
the stool and listened to the bartender’s words steeping in
her accent, and it reminded me of rain on a window pane,
but more like that stream.
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Jones comes back across the street to the bar. He taps on
the window and I slip into my coat, thinking, I could be
there now. Drinking free, sitting silent, listening to the
stream fall from the mouth of flowers.
Outside the cold seems warmer than I remember. I feel
suddenly released and easy, like somebody is walking,
breathing, thinking for me. It’s as if I am watching Jones
and me jump the turnstiles for the uptown A. On the train it
is plain to see that Jones is no longer mad at me, no longer
mad at anything. He holds the two bags in his palm and
shows me. Remember the names they gave it, he tells me.
Playboy and Backdraft, even Life even Love. Now it’s all Ex
press, everywhere. Isn’t that fucked up? He shakes his head
and smiles. The train stops in our station.
Inside his apartment on the round couch he chops the
lines on a CD case. He rolls a dollar, lowers his head to his lap
and snorts. When he hands the dollar and the case to me it’s
so easy, simple as a sniffle. This is nothing new.
Jones mutters something. I try to answer but it turns my
words to poisoned birds that fall lifeless from my lips. There’s
nothing to say. It sits me back as it moves through me. I
think of the bartender, the stream. I reach to kiss her mouth
of flowers, listening for her echo in my ears, but nothing’s
there. As I look at Jones all I can hear is blood like kerosene
rushing through our brittle veins. The two-headed baby
never dies and never grows lonely, but Jones and I sit flayed
and naked in the cages we created. We each sit alone some
where dark and damp and cold, grieving light and heat. We
are the canaries in your coal mine. W e’re dying to get even.
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Innocents Abroad
byJo a n K. Peters

“ TURN A R O U N D ,” A N N IE SAYS.

I expect a tarantula at my foot, but there is only the small
garden I’ve been admiring: bougainvillea knee-high against
the stucco facade, gardenia growing against a tree stump,
the table set for breakfast and Annie, majestic in the wide
rattan chair.
“Over there, Rachel.” She flicks her chin towards the low
border hedge. Beyond it, in the neighbor’s yard, a young
Thai woman, her knees sunk into the grass, palms pressed
together at her lips, is beaming at me. “It’s a sign of respect.”
Instantly, I bow and clasp my hands. Sort of clasp and
wring them until I hear Annie shout, “That’s enough,”
though I find it hard to rise. Full genuflection, the first time
you see it, takes your breath away. When I do rise, the
woman climbs back up gustily, all elbows and knees.
This is Noi, the neighbor’s servant.
A few minutes later, as Annie’s husband, Joel, brings out
the breakfast tray, Noi rushes over to twenty-two-monthold Daniel, whom she rakes into her arms and carries away.
Annie shrugs. “This happens twelve times a day. Basical
ly, Daniel just lives over there. Thais adore him.”
“Well, God bless them,” I say.
“Precisely.” Licking the orange juice off her top lip, she
spreads slices of toast with honey, and by the time she hands
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me mine we’re sputtering with laughter.
We can’t help ourselves. We’re sensualists, Annie and I,
though we’re too political to admit it. We love good things,
and this toast, with the pungent Thai honey and jasmine tea,
fragrant and fresh from a nearby plantation, is especially
good. We appreciate the ridiculous too. And the two of us,
here, nightgowns hanging out of our robes, are ridiculous.
Only Annie’s robe, a vintage silk kimono we chose together
years ago— drooping sleeves and midnight blue roses— is
no longer ridiculous in this garden the way it was among her
Salvation Army couches and ratty rugs, getting caught in
refrigerator doors and dunked in bowls of pancake batter.
But I don’t dwell on that, for I am intoxicated by the
pleasure o f our reunion, the familiar feel of so many of our
mornings transposed to the other end of the earth. “Bravo,
Annie,” I say, “you brought it off,” and lift my cup. Joel lifts
his Atlanta Braves cap: “To the cleverest sabbatical planner
in the West.” Grinning that old banana grin o f hers, Annie
hoists her legs onto the table and leans her head back into
the sun.
Just before nine o’clock, the hour when Daniel is due at
nursery school, Noi returns. She kisses his cheek and sets
him down, squatting so low her knees nearly reach the top of
her head. “Sawadika, Dan-L,” she says, pressing his plump
wrists together, at which cue he claps his palms. As we ap
plaud, Annie explains that in Thailand the right gesture is
so important, even toddlers must make the sign of respect.
N oi’s eyes flash. Her pockmarked moon face, sallow and
homely, lights up as she watches lumpish Daniel hurry
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across the lawn to Annie. She is nothing like the gorgeous
Thai women who lure men to the East. Nothing.
“She’s deeply religious,” Annie tells me in the living room
as she pulls on Daniel’s school clothes and I lie on the floor
tapping invisible polka dots onto the silky mound of his
belly. “Outside of marketing, the only time she ever leaves
Mrs. Pirn’s house is for her weekly visit to Wat U-Mong, the
temple a half-mile up the road. She has no other life.”
“Does Mrs. Pirn say why?”
“Oh, Rachel, c’mon. Mrs. Pirn doesn’t expect her to have
another life. I think she’s an orphan though. Anyway, Mrs.
Pirn doesn’t like her. She says she’s sloppy, but that’s not it.
N oi’s too much of a presence. Daniel’s the only person who
responds to her.” After a sigh, she adds, “She’s fallen in love
with him.”
“Won’t Daniel lead to trouble for N oi?” I ask. “She spends
so much time with him.” But something out the door has
caught her attention.
“Oh shit, I forgot the gardener.” Making his way across
the lawn is a man whose arms are so thin it’s difficult to im
agine he can lift the shears dangling from his hand. She
waves her watch at him with an improvised sign that he
should come back later. “He’s very poor. He’s got thirteen
kids.” When he turns away, Annie mutters, “I can’t take it.”
Her face seems to fracture with a hundred lines of grief.
Quickly, we part to dress.
Later, lingering in the garden, her toes curled around the
rim of my chair, my feet flung over Jo el’s empty one, I say,
“This was the perfect choice.” But she just screws up her lip
and looks at the ugly modern stucco cottage. “So it’s not the
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dream. So it’s not an old Thai stilt house with an elephant in
the back yard. Like you said in your letter, this is the real
Thailand. The new Thailand.” Inhaling the scent of gar
denia, I tell her, “This is paradise.”
“You jerk, there is no paradise.” Her eyes are laughingly
loving again. “Optimist,” she says, sliding her arm through
my own as we stroll down the road to see Wat U-Mong.
“Ingrate,” I whisper in the cool temple courtyard where
twisted trees and dwarf palms shade golden Buddahs.
“Naysayer.” Her grin broadens and we sit, bare feet tucked
under us on the jade green tile, the fortunes of the avatar
painted lifesize on the opposite wall. “Genius.”
In town, Annie sits me down at a rickety table in an outdoor
market. Cars and bullock carts, scooters, rickshaws, don
keys, and bicycles are slowed to a crawl on the road down its
middle. Annie weaves through with the throngs to various
vendors who sell food from their grills and vats. Soon our
table fills with sate, spring rolls, and lemon shrimp, $2.40
for all, and we eat.
“What I love,” Annie tears the napkin from her collar
where it’s been tucked, “is the food’s great, cheap, and they
bring it fast.” When my eyes follow a tray of fried wontons,
she says, “Go on! It’s twenty cents. If you don’t like it, eat
one and leave the rest.”
She sees that I am startled. I thought we were too upset about
the wretched of the earth to be so cavalier. “So then don’t,” she
snaps. I ignore her temper, assuming it’s a cover for embarrass
ment. “Tell me,” I say. “There are a thousand people on this
street. How do the cooks know where to bring the food?”
(31)
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“Jesus, Rachel. Look around you.”
I do. We’re the only non-Thais there, Annie a blond and
me a redhead.
“You know, they don’t consider us beautiful. I’ve never
felt so completely unattractive.”
Along the street, Thai girls pass: almond-eyed and petite,
with silky black hair and seductive sunniness. At once I feel
large and garish. Annie’s sailboat blue eyes and pale skin
make her beautiful by Western standards, but here she looks
albino. She can tell I think so and laughs: “See? Men never
look at you. They just don’t think we’re better. They’re the
only Asian Rim country that wasn’t colonized, remember.
They like themselves. Not us. That’s why I like it here.”
“I like it here, too,” I tell her and we push on to our tour of
Chiang Mai.
Chiang Mai is tourist heaven. In its surrounding hills are
half a dozen tribal peoples. Young Europeans, mostly Nor
dic, trek in to visit them. Many stay on in the town, seduced
by an easy life. A “hippie” map stars the shop that sells whole
grain breads and honey, the place for breakfasts of bacon and
eggs. Annie points out their Daihatsu pickups. In the 1980s
they’re still wearing leather thong sandals and, the men,
long hair. Most nights they congregate at the “expat” bars
and listen to old rock tunes.
“Thais love the hippies,” Annie says. “Tourism’s business,
you know. They’re becoming as greedy as the tourists.”
“Tourism’s no worse than factory life.”
“Oh, yes it is. In the factory everyone follows the rules.
H alf the trek companies take people into the mountains
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now and rob them. The factory isn’t unsavory. This is.”
“Tourism’s new. Maybe they’ll figure out how to control
it. Meanwhile the town’s thriving.”
“At what price? Don’t you ever think of that anymore?”
“Anymore” means my boyfriend Nick who’ll be arriving
in a week, and whose defense of the free market Annie
deplores. Once, before she left, she told me my politics had
changed since I’d been with him. I told her I was as much the
same as I could be, given how the Cubans, the North Viet
namese, and the Chinese turned out. This was the weightiest
argument we’d ever had. Neither of us knowing what to do
with it, we dropped it. Until this nasty little implication, I’d
thought it was over. Not understanding why it’s back now,
in Thailand, I just say, “Hey, don’t take it out on me.”
After two hours, we’re both exhilarated and exhausted. It’s
not only the thick Thai heat that fatigues us, but the dusty,
congested town, the screech of horns, motorcycle engines,
sputtering three-wheeled busses, the human confusion of
vendors, tourists, shopping, and construction. Kids in jeans
stand alongside boys with shaven heads in billowy orange
robes to listen at the doorways of electronics shops where
Stevie Wonder sings, he’s just called to say I love you.
Aloft a bicycle-driven rickshaw, our bundles at our feet,
Annie points out the sights. The emaciated driver must
stand to pull us, thrusting his full weight against the pedal
at the top of each revolution. When I giggle nervously,
Annie says, “You’ll get used to it,” but I don’t see how people
who marched to protest imperialist wars can sit nonchalant
ly in a palanquin.
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She is right, though. I even learn to argue, as she does,
when the price is inflated. By the end of the week I will
speak sternly in the face of short change. In Annie’s clear
wise-to-that-one tones.
At home, Annie’s two servants are beating the laundry
against a rock. Gow and La, mother and daughter, old and
new Thailand. Gow has on a Thai sarong. La wears blue
jeans, a Nike sweatshirt, and an asymmetrical bob. Annie
had only asked Mrs. Pirn for one servant, but the two showed
up. She tells me that for the same wage, both come every day,
fetch Daniel at school, walking a few miles to do so, then
clean the house. To my relief, neither La nor Gow genuflects.
“For an extra fifty cents, they’ll babysit at night,” she adds.
To which I say, “Perfect.”
Annie’s righteous indignation doesn’t dampen her en
thusiasm, exactly; it just bursts in on it intermittently. Or,
as I’ve begun to feel, at me, although I don’t know why.
Betweentimes, we are energetic tourists. Annie has already
purchased enough crafts to fill her cottage and has moved on
to art. She has her eye on a three-hundred-dollar antique
wall hanging of a traditional Ramayana scene. However, she
generously takes me round to buy the lovely things of hers
I’ve admired.
Neither of us are passionate shoppers, but maybe because
we’re close enough to middle age to have tired of our second
hand furniture, we devote ourselves to shopping the way in
the past we did our doctoral theses or our gardening. When
we finish cotton goods we start on jewelry.
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At the end of a couple of shopping days, when my greed
upsets me, Annie says, “For Crissake, Rachel. You bought a
handmade quilt you’ll have forever and it cost fifty dollars.
Total, what did you spend? Two hundred dollars. Two hun
dred dollars is nothing.”
It’s true, I could never afford such beautiful things at
home nor would I devote the time to finding them. Com
pared to the expense of the trip, two hundred, even five
hundred dollars is nothing. I’m touched that Annie wants
me to have the best things from Chiang Mai, the very ones
she’s taken three months to discover. The next day I buy two
hand-crocheted shawls, colorful pillows, and a ceramic
teapot in the shape of an elephant. I set them all around my
mattress on the floor of the loft where I sleep in their cottage.
At the shops, we are honored guests. The shopkeepers
bring us tea, introduce their children, find rickshaws to take
us home or, when Nick arrives, to the fancy hotel where, for
two dollars, we all sip gin and tonics and swim until sunset.
Drunk, I call Nick Nigel and insist I am Lady Snood. Nick,
holding his folded granny glasses to one eye, monocle style,
asks Joel if he’s bagged any elephant. Joel says the season’s
been jolly good. Annie doesn’t like the joke.
Nick nods towards the white-coated waiter scuttling out
with our double order of fried wontons and says to Annie,
“You don’t think there’s just a hint of the Raj?” He says this
half in my defense and half because he’s not a guilty liberal.
To Annie this means he’s no liberal at all, which makes the
social temperature rise.
On Nick’s very first day, when I took him around town the
way Annie did me, he interrupted my negotiation with the
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rickshaw driver to offer the man twice his price, muttering,
“I can’t believe you’re bickering over a quarter with some guy
in rags.” Pennies flow from my pockets, then, tips, change for
beggars. But not in front of Annie.
In our foursome, no single sense of justice prevails. Annie
believes respect means adhering to their rules, exacting
honesty. Condescension is more injurious than poverty.
Nick simply gives, because it’s what he can do. With every
inflated price, for every unbargained purchase. “So he’ll eat
better tonight,” he says.
“That doesn’t fix a thing,” Annie replies.
Joel and I try to keep the peace, but my own guilt has
begun to buzz in my temples. At the end of the week when
Annie purchases her antique wall hanging, having bar
gained it down fifty dollars, I spend a night awake with an
awful sense that we are pillaging the place. Using our in
flated dollars to purchase what by rights should cost five
times the amount. I also love the things I’ve bought and the
service and the poolside gins. “I’m caught,” I tell Nick, “the
way Annie is.”
When our shopping is finished, Annie and I are both
relieved. Sitting with Nick and Joel in Wat Prathat, the
famous hilltop temple, we’re relieved when a monk roars
“Get out.”
At the temple’s portico, where three hundred steps lead
down to the town, we listen for hours to the haunting, cyclic
Buddhist chants, having found in the hypnotic melody and
the unapologetic expulsion the dreamt-of Thailand. The
dusk is perfectly still. What wind the area can produce cools
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the mountain and jingles the temple’s bells. One feels part of
a higher order here. We are just guests, and not honored
ones. Who we are doesn’t matter. Who they are is absolute, so
constant for centuries they have a kind of preternatural con
fidence. Everything about them is as unequivocal as every
thing in the town below is not. Their clarity exhilarates us.
We soar with them a moment, and because of them, with
each other, in perfect accord.
In her garden, later, Annie reminds Nick that Thailand is
the only Asian country never to have been a colony. That
they love their king and queen.
“They’re run by corrupt bureaucrats,” Nick says as Noi
blusters over the hedge, lifts Daniel to the sky, and carries
him off to the aromatic heart of her outdoor kitchen. When
Gow brings a tray of gin and tonics, Annie answers, “Those
corrupt bureaucrats kept it from turning into Vietnam.
They made Thailand work. With its own culture intact!”
Lighting a joint, Nick says, “They can’t make it into the
twenty-first century without industrializing. They have to
change who they are.”
I point to Wat Prathat’s spire in the distance. Nick oohs.
I shake the temple bells I bought from the monks when we
were there, tiny brass ones with heart-shaped clappers. He
hangs two on his ears. “Industrial capitalism feeds more
people more of the time with the least sacrifice in freedom.
Simple as that.” Tinkle, tinkle.
“It’s turned Singapore into a shopping mall,” Annie says.
“There’s no trace of culture left. It’s Orange County.”
“Its per capita income is ten times Thailand’s. Ask
around; see how many Thais would trade.”
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Annie pulls so hard at a twist of rattan, it snaps off and her
arm flies up. She grabs the joint and suggests we plan our
trip north, which we do, giggly and high, happy again.
Alone in the loft Nick whispers, “I should have kept my
mouth shut.” I tell him it’s not about him. “She just can’t
admit how much she loves the old ways, not least of all for how
they benefit her.” What I say is true, but it is about him, too.
Him and Joel and our separate allegiances, our married lives.
On our trip north, the usual cosseting of Daniel turns
adulatory, and Annie glories in it. Daniel is special here, a
foreign dignitary of exalted status. I enjoy it too, though
Daniel seems to me a bit worse for the wear, spoiled and un
disciplined. When he peed on my sundress as we waited to
leave for our trip, Annie said, “That’s how it is. Thai children
don’t wear diapers.” When I asked if he could just wear them
with us, she threw me a dark glance. I’m too American.
Quietly, I just avoid the leaky Daniel I used to love to hold.
At one Hmong village on a murderously hot day, a group
of women march Annie and Daniel off with such an air of
purpose she can’t resist. Joel, Nick, and I wait almost two
hours until finally the same troupe of women march back,
holding Daniel aloft. He is dressed from head to toe in the
Hmong ceremonial costume, the colorful tassel from his cap
dangling in his face. Daniel seems dazed. "Don’t give me
that look, Rachel,” Annie says, and I tell her not to treat her
kid like a prize horse.
The scene plays itself out again and again. I am growing
tired of our vanity, of Annie’s. Everywhere we go, reverence
is paid us. It is not just Daniel either. Because N ick is a
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journalist and Joel a travel writer, the government has as
signed us a car and driver. We are received in royal fashion,
invited to dine in the best village huts. When we arrive at a
Laotian refugee camp on their New Year’s Day, we’re invited
to the most prestigious feast.
Inside, there are fifteen men who hastily make room for us
at their crowded table. Unused to the smoke that fills the
hut, our eyes tear and we cough, disturbing the ceremonial
passing of the cup. It is some bitter brew that we each ner
vously gulp.They must notice the flashes of fear as we eat
their prized pig intestines, our increasing imbecility as the
cup makes its rounds. What else can they do but watch us?
Who can talk since we are ignorant o f their language? Who
can even get drunk, except us, the honored guests, who turn
their feast into a dumb show. But I don’t raise the subject
with Nick, who’s just happy he’s on vacation, or with Annie.
What I want, terribly, is to see things her way again. What I
want is our friendship, the way it used to be in our ratty
apartment, on our marches, before our separate lives mat
tered so much.
Our destination is Chiang Rai, the northernmost city and
opium capital of Thailand. Our hotel is luxurious: a cool
marble lobby with tinted glass and American tunes from the
fifties piped in, a kidney-shaped pool, and a massage parlor.
“Massage parlor, ha,” Annie snorts, peering over the tops of
her sunglasses.
Prostitutes are everywhere. At the pool, Annie tells us the
girls come from the Northeast, the poorest area. Their
parents sell them. She’d read one article about a girl who’d
been in chains for thirteen of her twenty-three years. Sighing,
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she seems ready to cry, then suddenly she asks if we know the
real story of Anna and the King of Siam. We encourage her
and she gives us that banana grin of hers. “Well, in her
memoirs, the real Anna tells about touring the K ing’s harem,
which is like an entire city with its own women judges,
women doctors, musicians, slaves, everything, because no
men could be inside, right? Well, in a courtyard, Anna saw a
naked woman chained to a stake in the burning sun. Her hair
was matted and her skin nearly charred. When Anna ques
tioned her, the woman said she’d been condemned to this tor
ture for trying to escape. Anna said she could negotiate a
pardon, but the woman told her a pardon was of no use. She
would only try it again. Then bowing, Anna gave the woman
her parasol and left.”
I put my hand on N ick’s knee, afraid he’ll say, “Well, that
helped, didn’t it.” I know from the way he stares at Annie, he
thinks the story is crazy. I stare at Annie, too, wanting her to
feel I understand the story’s significance, but I’m not sure I do.
From the poolside where we sit, we survey the men in
business suits. “What are they doing here?” I groan.
“Buying dope and getting laid,” Annie says and starts in
again on the young girls brought from the North. Even from
the pool, we can see the ornate doors of the massage parlor.
G rief seals Annie away from me. Suddenly it occurs to me
why the story of Victorian Anna meant so much to her. Like
the Thais, Anna believed the right gesture sufficed.
“Okay, I’ve had it,” I tell them. The very least I can do is
hold out some token of respect for women. “I’m going to get
a massage."
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Stalking off, I feel respectable again. Then I’m in a pitchdark vestibule looking at a glass-enclosed room, garishly
blue and fluorescently cold, where two dozen girls sit impas
sively on bleachers, like tired secretaries waiting for a lateaftemoon bus. Like disco waitresses before happy hour. Does
no one want sex before six? Have they been waiting all day in
their party clothes? Silky Thai hair teased and scalloped into
fifties America. Around their necks hang small white pla
cards. They are numbered from one to twenty-two.
It’s one-way glass. I can tell that much when I propel
myself towards the ticket booth. Touching my tailbone, I
say to a barrel-nosed man, “My back hurts,” and he thrusts
the receipt through the slit in the window and whispers at
the ventilation holes to a midget outside. Clearly, I hadn’t
needed the excuse, just the fiver. American.
I’m clammy by then, having turned to confront the girls’
side-splitting laughter. The midget, it seems, has apprised
them of their customer. His hand is at the small of his back.
I scan for a receptive face, and finding none, for the least
heartily sneering, and failing that, for the prettiest, why
not? What criterion do I use? “Seventeen,” I whisper at the
ventilation holes. Soon the midget speaks to the girl with
the pony-tail down to her waist. She looks almost secretarial
in her white blouse, except she has green eye shadow in but
terfly wings above her eyes.
There’s an eruption of laughter as she rises and sails by the
ticket booth, taking no notice of me at all until we’re in the
room, which is tight as a steerage cabin, and windowless: a
low bed with bare bench opposite, a towel rack above, and,
oddly, a sunken tub taking up the whole of one end. Sitting
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on its rim, insouciant, she begins to remove her clothes. I
hail her as one would a cab, then make gross signs at the
exact location of my supposed pains. I want to let her know
that I haven’t come for sex. I value her healing powers, her
technical skill. “A masseuse is like a doctor,” I would have
said, but “no” seems to be our only mutual word. “Don’t
take off your clothes” she understands, but she is annoyed.
Maybe she thinks I don’t like what I see.
The tub water is running. “N o,” I say again and close the
jet. “We take bath?” she asks, her easy English a surprise, as
is her exasperated tone.
“I’ve just had one,” I tell her, smiling. She doesn’t smile
back. Removing my beach dress but not my panties, I ex
plain my back aches, then lie face down on the bed. With my
cheek on my arm, I watch her, still shirtless, pull her tight
skirt hip high before she straddles my back. I see her bored
expression, feel the irritation in her palms as she presses
them too quickly along my spine. Impatient and unoiled,
her hands burn my skin throughout the worst massage I
have ever had. I squeal twice, but she rubs on, rubs herself
into a sweat which drips on my cheek, rubs my back red be
cause I cannot say “stop.”
Instead I ask, “What part of Thailand do you come from?”
To which she answers, “Here.” She doesn’t answer, really, she
just repeats a word from each group of my own. “You work
long hours?” “Long.” Is it a technique she’s developed to
silence tedious customers? Do my questions rub her the
wrong way? Probably I’ve offended her by not washing.
Probably she’s never thought about the merits of massage on
its own. Probably she figures on no tip. And there we are,
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locked into an imbecilic contract for the better part of an
hour. Probably she hates my guts.
My exit is furtive. I lurch at the door to press a five-dollar
bill into her hand, which she takes, slaming the door shut.
By the time I reach the glass cage, the girls are talking
animatedly. Number seventeen is ready for the next cus
tomer. No one wants a parasol here. Neither the barrel
nosed man nor the midget lift their eyes as I pass.
Annie takes one look at me and doesn’t ask. The truth is,
she knows better than I that it’s too late to be Anna. Nick
says, “I warned you,” and he had. Joel giggles and takes off
for the ornate door.
I go to our room and talk to no one until the middle of the
night when Nick kisses my shoulder to wake me from a
dream. It’s of Annie dressed in a Thai sarong atop Wat
Prathat’s three hundred steps yelling, as I climb them, “Get
out.” “What is it I’m doing to her?” I ask.
He sighs, “Can’t we just have a good time?”
“All you can think of is a good time.” I might have started
a fight, but he just pats me like a child and I know I can’t
take it out on him the way Annie does on me. It’s just too late
for the holiday we dreamed of. Who can enjoy the exotic
anymore? Maybe Nigel and Lady Snood. Not us.
Back in Annie’s garden, we hear, from La, there’s been an ar
gument. Mrs. Pim wants to send Noi away, get another girl,
perhaps La herself. Still, Noi swings Daniel into the air,
sings rapturously as he splashes in his outdoor bath. In my
two remaining days there, Annie and I talk exclusively
about what Noi will do if Mrs. Pim lets her go. Annie thinks
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she’ll become a monk, but the thought depresses us both.
However religious Noi is, her real joy is in domestic life. She
has too much gaiety for that discipline. Then Annie says to
me, “What do you care? You’ll be gone tomorrow.”
“What do I care? What haveyou done?” I shoot back.
Instantly, I am sorry I ’ve said this but can’t think of a way
out.
Noi brings Daniel back and sets him on the floor while we
eat the take-out dinner Nick and Joel have brought. We
chat lightly. Too lightly for old friends. Suddenly Daniel
makes strange grunting sounds with anxious little
whimpers. We all turn at once, spoons midair, to find him in
the midst of shitting on the rush matting, his eyes be
wildered.
Joel whisks him away and Annie hurriedly cleans the
mess. When Joel returns, he says Noi has Daniel again, but
we don’t resume dinner. The incident has been too upset
ting, not least of all to Daniel, who seemed, as much as any
of us, to know it wasn’t the right thing to do.
Annie’s embarrassment pains me. I am glad for the diver
sion when, a half-hour later, Noi brings him back in.
“Sawadika, Dan-L,” Noi coaxes and with more control than
he usually has, Daniel places his palms together and bows
his head. Noi is very still, very proud: the two of them are a
team. When she leaves, La tells us Mrs. Pirn has asked her to
take N oi’s place.
Feeling one last mad desire to save the whole fiasco, I say:
“Annie, why don’t you take Noi with you to America.”
Annie throws down the pillow she’s been tidying, lifts
Daniel, who’d run to her, and bows to dismiss Noi. “No, I
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can’t!” Annie screams, almost in tears. “I have no right to
take a human being, bring her to some incomprehensible
world. She’d be miserable there.”
“What is she here?” I answer. “What will she be without
the Pirns?” Nick and Joel simultaneously push away their
chairs and walk down the road.
“A Thai,” she yells, clutching Daniel.
I nod and turn to go outdoors. I do not say, as N ick would,
“Why not let her choose?” It is not a discussion.
As we four leave, Noi is beating laundry against a rock.
There are no songs. She doesn’t look up. On our way to the
airport, the whole Thai countryside seems as silent as Noi:
the oxen in the fields, water buffalo, tillers and herders, the
young boys astride elephants that plod with inexplicable
grace along the road. I do not even hear the temple bells as
we pass Wat U-Mong. As much as I try I cannot remember
N oi’s song or the haunting cyclic Buddhist chant.
Once, during the drive, when Daniel, restless in Annie’s
arms, reaches for me, she slams him back down on her lap
and tells him “no” for the first time since I arrived. He
doesn’t stop crying until the airport, where the noise dis
tracts us all. It is the jarring noise of town: motors, shouting,
and honking horns. Nick and Joel slap each other and
mumble their good-byes, but Annie and I, pretending to be
annoyed by the hullabaloo, do not even smile. I f we could
say, This was an argument, a stage, I ’mfurious at you— anything
at all— it would seem less final than I know it is. If we could
admit that our dreams were impossible and that we have
changed, both of us. But we cannot. I look at Annie’s
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sailboat blue eyes staring coldly ahead and wish I’d never set
foot in Thailand.
Near where we wait for our call, a young Thai boy in jeans
raises the volume on his transistor radio and Stevie Wonder
sings in our silent midst: “I ’ve just called...to say...I love
you.” Daniel has scrambled over to him. Lifting him in his
arms, the boy, now smiling, dances with Daniel, somewhat
awkwardly, to the rhythm that is clearly foreign to his ears.
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Communion
by Sarah Randolph

A colonnade of justice and innocence rises from the navel,
wooden and silent, a parable of technique.
But the sky is not a cathedral— there are parrots
in the rafters, bowls of ointment on the table,
pheromones collected in the breakfast milk.
Somewhere, in the amorous woods, deer
float on dark water chewing lime leaf & poppy
like angels abrading the overwrought, the rough
flesh of peace down to small dry lemons of praise.
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The Book Breaks Open
by Rebecca Seiferle

On Easter as the readings wind their way toward the
resurrection,
I am aware of how every story erases, ignores,
the body of the woman; not one page acknowledges
the thick fibers of the uterus,
or trumpets the unfurling Fallopian tube, or heralds
the womb’s expelling urgency or echoes
that groan like triumph. These tales,
each one licked at the edges
with gold leaf, always end
with a dividing sword, and the words
spoken by God Himself
are written in blood red letters,
like the thin red trickle of ribbon
with which the priest keeps
his place and to which the pages always fall
open. The script acknowledges nothing,
except “mother,” dim memory of a breast engorged
with generosity and restraint.
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Dividing us, dividing the sea ‘red’
with unbelieving blood, the priest admonishes
us to be the beloved, to follow that consuming
fire down the muddy corridor
where the waters upon which spirit of God danced
solidify into opaque walls—
rather than that one
who dives into openness, and drowns.
The altar boys, struggling under the weight
of the book, try to remain as motionless
as the limp, docile pages that do not
rise in the breeze that rushes
through the windows. Held down
by the number of its pages, the weight of its binding,
prone on its spine, the book splits open
upon the altar, is
anointed
with incense, blessed before any
of the human forms, exhaling, inhaling,
hushed, attendant upon the book.
Among so many others, suddenly,
I am thinking of you,
how in the hallway, your body
flooded my mind like the flowering
scent of the purple-lipped,
fringed, riot of orchid,
that I buried my face
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in in
a garden once
in Florida. Rooted
in knots or where the branches joined
the trunks, the orchids thrived
on the surplus rain that ran down
the length of each tree and pooled
at its junctures, each blossom, taking nothing
from the tree, but an anchor from the wind,
an intersection.
So your body inter
sects the idea of the body, brings back
what 1 have exiled, banished,
to mere calves, breasts, eyes, thighs, recitations
of anatomy and appetite, rebukes
me with your brown
and peach, sweet
drench of wine. How the scent
reaches beyond
the scent of this frankincense
with which the priest censors
the air. Now as we struggle
to get up from where we have been
kneeling for so long, folding and unfolding our hands
in pleas, or bent in the resigned
poses of boredom and politeness, what raises
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us, in each of us, is us,
the undeniable other,
holy, and still driven out
of the pages of the book.

)

Prison as Punishment;
W riting as Freedom.
A n interview with Kim Wozencraft and Richard Stratton
by M arin G azzaniga

KIM

W OZENCRAFT

IS A W R I T E R

W HOSE

FIRST

novel, Rush, was based on her experience as an undercover
narcotics officer in Texas in the late 70s. After lying to obtain
convictions and framing a local club owner, she and her
partner were shot and injured. Kim falsely named the club
owner as the gunman and he was sentenced to twenty years in
prison for attempted murder. Over the next year and a half,
Kim and her partner left the police force, hid out, and mar
ried; a Texas officer reinvestigated the pair’s undercover work
and took his information to the FBI. When confronted, Kim
confessed. In 1982, she and her husband were sentenced to
the Federal Correctional Institution in Lexington, Kentucky.
She for eighteen months; he for three years.
Kim served thirteen months of her sentence. During that
time she began a journal of her experiences that would be the
basis for Rush, which she wrote after her release while studying
at Columbia University. (She divorced after her release as
well.) Published in spring of 1993, her second novel, Notes
from the Countryclub, takes place in a psychiatric prison and is
narrated by a battered woman who has killed her husband.
Writer Richard Stratton spent eight years in prison for
smuggling marijuana. His original sentence called for
twenty five years with no parole. He represented himself and
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appealed his case on the grounds that his lengthy sentence
was coercive rather than punitive because he had refused to
inform on others. The appeals court agreed. During his
prison term he wrote Smack Goddess, a novel about the inter
connected world of those who sell drugs and those who try to
convict them.
In 19 9 1, Kim Wozencraft and Richard Stratton met at
the PEN Prison Writing Awards ceremony. Today, they are
married, with two sons (the whole family attended this in
terview). In addition to their own writing projects, Richard
is editor and Kim is editor-at-large for Prison Life magazine
and Fortune News— publications for prisoners.
What do you think about the notion of prison as punish
ment?
KW: I found it to be a very punishing experience. I had this idea
that it was about rehabilitation. But at the orientation they
send you through when you arrive they made it very clear that
rehabilitation had nothing to do with it. It was primarily
punishment and incapacitation and deterrence— serving as an
example for others who might be thinking of breaking the law.
RS: It’s the mindset of the eighties and nineties. They think
that rehabilitation doesn’t work— which I would disagree
with. The fact is, most people who commit crimes are il
literate. And the reason they commit crimes is that they’re il
literate and can’t get jobs. Literate people who can get jobs are
a very small percentage of people in prison. On the theme of
punishment, I would say that it’s a tremendous punishment.
It’s a lot more punishing than most people think. Not neces
sarily because the conditions are horrible. Because they aren’t.

MG:
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They’re bad but they’re not as horrible as they’re sometimes
cracked up to be. But the punishment is being ostracized,
segregated from society. Being removed from people you love,
friends. That in and of itself is tremendous punishment.
MG: Do you think prison can be effective punishment? Can it
achieve any of its goals?
kw : It incapacitates people. It prevents them from being atlarge to possibly commit other crimes— but on the other
hand, to possibly be a wonderful, contributing member of a
community and society. So it’s a blind incapacitation.
RS: And the fact of the matter is, a lot of people continue com
mitting crimes even while they’re in prison. The prison en
vironment is steeped in crime. It’s for so-called criminals,
people who are to some degree living an alternative lifestyle.
So does it work? No. The feet is, there’ve been a lot of studies
that most men who commit crimes— and the majority of
crimes are committed by men— commit crimes between the
ages of seventeen and thirty-five. You kind of outgrow it. "You
suddenly realize it’s not fun to be segregated from the rest of
society. But more than that, you grow up. You find that crime
is a lifestyle that’s a passing phase. So I don’t think it works.
And the whole idea of the prisons being crime schools— that’s
definitely true. You meet people in there who can facilitate
your criminal career. A lot of people who are in prison con
tinue committing crimes on the streets, certainly organized
crime people do. They just carry on their activities through
telephones and visitors. No I don’t think it works. And the
proof is: we have the highest crime rate of any country in the
world and we incarcerate the highest percentage of our
population. Things are getting worse. The root causes of
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crime— which are poverty, illiteracy, poor education, and lack
of alternatives— are just getting worse in the inner city. We’re
turning a whole segment of our society into a criminal subcul
ture— inner city kids whose stake in American society is so
small it’s nonexistent. To them it doesn’t matter. Going to
prison is like a finishing school, a rite of passage.
mg : Y ou both mentioned being ostracized from society as
punishing. The notion of the criminal justice system in this
society is that you commit a crime against society and there
fore society punishes you by removing you. Does that logic
make sense? Where does it fall short?
kw : It falls short when you get out. Because the continuation
of the theory is that you do your time, you get out, and you are
accepted back into the community. You’ve been punished.
You’ve seen the error of your ways and you’re supposed to be
welcomed back, encouraged to rejoin the community, and
that’s not the case at all. You come out from behind these brick
walls and concertina wire and you hit another wall. And it’s
the same wall, oftentimes for many people, that led them to
prison in the first place.
MG: So do you think there should be more rehabilitation
programs, more ways to make people part of society?
kw : I think that a very large part of the problem with the
criminal justice system right now is the drug laws and laws
that try to legislate morality— laws against prostitution,
gambling, etc. If they simply decriminalized those activities,
we could reduce the prison population by at least half and we
could offer people with drug or gambling problems, or
whatever the problem is they’re suffering from— and they are
suffering, no one sets out to be a drug addict— we could offer
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them treatment and education and job training for less than it
would cost to keep someone locked up in prison. It’s just so
moronic not to do that. For politicians to continue screaming
that we have a crime problem, we have to punish, punish,
punish, when they could be helping people instead.
MG: And how did your prison terms affect you?
kw : They could have released me after six months— I got the
message. I had the message before I went in. The way prison
affected me was that it was the first time in my life that I real
ized the value of intellectual freedom because it’s the one thing
that they cannot take away from you no matter what they do.
It was a real life lesson and one that I cherish. I don’t know how
long it would have taken me to discover that otherwise. So I’m
thankful that that happened. On the other hand, I know that
there was a lot of wasted time too. Government tax money was
spent to keep me locked up when I didn’t need to be. And it’s
spent to keep many people locked up who don’t need to be.
RS: By and large, the same was true for me. A long-term incar
ceration changes you in different ways. In ways that are
profound psychologically. It becomes kind of a monastic ex
perience. Not for everyone, but for those who tend to live the
life of the mind. It’s a strange thing because in a way it’s very
liberating. As Kim said, the intellectual freedom— you really
have the time to think and to read and to do all the things that
you don’t have time to do on the street so it’s interesting if you
use the experience that way. That’s why I think so many of
these great thinkers have been locked up: Mandella, Vaclav
Havel, Dostoevsky, Melville— the list goes on and on— have
had these kind of profound changes of heart as a result. You
learn so much about yourself and so much about the way that
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society works because you’re of the world but you’re not in it.
You’re able to reflect on so many different things.
k w : If the role of the writer is traditionally to stand outside
society and take a look at it and put that on the page, prison
certainly provides an opportunity to stand outside society. I
can remember sitting in the big yard and thinking that the
world is going on out there and I’m confined in here— people
telling me when to get up, when to eat, when to move, what
job to do. And there’s so many wonderful things going on out
side the walls that I’m separated from. It’s an eye-opening ex
perience.
m g : Some writers might think of prison as a sort of writers’
colony— in a stark way. Your basic needs are taken care of, after
all. But at the same time...
k w : Ideally, you’d want to be able to leave when you’re ready.
RS: Yeah, and they do make it difficult for you to write. It’s still
hard to find time. It’s hard to find a typewriter, pencils, paper,
quiet, solitude. Quiet is probably the hardest thing to find.
MG: It’s a myth then— so many movies that depict prison life
give the sense that you can sit there and type away in your cell.
k w : Hardly. You have to go to a job. And it’s usually a very
tedious, mundane, mind-killing sort of thing. But they can’t
keep you busy every minute of every day so you do have some
free time to pursue what you can.
m g : Did you both write while you were in prison?
k w : Yes. I wrote before I was in prison and had stopped and
went back to it when I got locked up. I kept a journal and that
was probably the start of my novel.
RS: I wrote every chance I got. I wrote my whole novel in there,
edited it in there. It was accepted and published after I got out,
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but the whole process really took place in prison. I wrote
screenplays, plays, short stories— in fact I wrote a lot more fic
tion while I was in prison than I have since I got out.
MG: You’re going to encourage a lot of writers to commit
crimes. (Laughter) What did writing mean to you while you
were in prison?
kw : It was a way of fighting back. And it was a way of escap
ing. When you’re writing, a change in consciousness occurs.
So it was a way of getting outside the prison.
r s : Also it was a way of feeling you were involved in some
thing that was larger than what was happening to you. Which
happens for writers, I think, in or out of prison, but when
you’re in prison that becomes so much more important— to
feel like you’re part of the tradition, and part of the craft, and
part of a whole world that started long before you came along
and will continue long after you’re gone. It takes away from
the sense of utter futility that you have, that you have no con
trol over your life. If you’re writing while you’re in prison, at
least you’re doing something that is important to you.
MG: Both of you have written using your own experiences and
you both wrote fiction as opposed to nonfiction. Why did you
make those choices?
k w : I did it because I think fiction is truer than nonfiction in a
psychological and emotional way and it engages the reader in
a way that nonfiction doesn’t. It invites a reader into the story
to empathize with the main character. You’re not analyzing
what’s going on, which you do when you read a nonfiction
book— at least I do. When I read fiction I read it to be drawn
into the story and carried along.
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I would add that while I was in prison there was a certain
amount of scrutiny ofwhat you were writing. If you were writ
ing something that was true about the situation you were in, it
was going to be a lot more difficult. Danny Martin, who has a
book out now, Committing Journalism, started writing essays
while he was in prison. The first one, I think, was about AIDS
in prison, and was published by one of the San Francisco
papers (<Chronicle or Examiner). It created such a furor that they
ended up locking him in the hole and shipping him around—
they can really make it difficult for you if they think you’re
writing about what’s going on while you’re there.
MG: Do they read what you write?
RS: They do if you publish it and if it gets any kind of atten
tion. But they don’t ordinarily read it unless they get wind of
what you’re doing and get worried about it. Then they can
come into your cell and seize everything you’ve got and read
it. That happened to me on occasion, but I was always writing
fiction, so they kind of left me alone.
MG: Do you feel tied in any way to the prison experience
through your writing?
RS: Yes. I’m so involved in publishing prison writers now, that
I’m definitely tied to it. But also, the whole experience was
such a profound one for me that I think about it every day. It’s
still a big part of my life.
MG: Why is prison writing important to you?
RS: Because I think some of the best writing being done in
America today is being written by people who are in prison.
Great writing comes out of oppression. And the people who
are the most oppressed are the ones who end up in prison. So
it’s so important to hear these voices.
RS:
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kw : It’s passionate.

Yes, but often very understated too. For instance, there’s a
guy that’s writing for Prison Life now that’s on death row at San
Quentin. He’s been there for eleven years. His name is Michael
Wayne Hunter. He’s not an accomplished writer in the sense of
stylistic innovation. But you get the sense that this guy has felt
and sweat blood for every word he put down on the page. He’s
condemned to die and he’s writing just to find meaning in
going on. That’s pretty powerfvd when you’re working from
that kind of motivation, writing to survive— it’s either that or
go nuts. That’s an extreme example, but that’s what I mean.
m g : Y ou both wrote before prison. Is that the norm for prison
writers?
k w : I spoke to a woman this morning who was locked up for
eighteen years and had never written before she went in and
she began writing three or four years after she got in and is still
doing it.
RS: I would say the opposite is true. Most prison writers be
come writers after they’re in prison. They may have had some
sort of flair for language or sense that they could express them
selves but it wasn’t until they got to prison and they faced the
inner change that was taking place that they started writing.
m g : What was different about your experiences as a man and
as a woman in prison?
k w : I’m not sure. I was in an experimental place where they
had both men and women locked up. Though they housed you
in separate units, you took meals together and worked toge
ther and were together in the yard. But women I’ve spoken to
who have done time in all-female prisons, and from what I
saw, it seems to me that women are a little less confrontational,
RS:
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a little more willing just to accept someone when they come in
and not challenge them. When you first came in you wound
up in a dormitory with twelve or fifteen other people and al
ways when a new woman came in she broke down and cried,
and everyone said, “Go ahead, I did the same thing.” It was not
at all confrontational.
RS: That’s certainly not what men do.
k w : I think a lot of men want to, but they don’t dare.
RS: Right. But there’s a much deeper tradition of men going to
prison than there is of women going to prison. It’s a whole
thing, too, where men supposedly go off to war, men go off to
sea, men go off and do this and do that, and going off to prison
for most of these young men who don’t have families--- it’s no
big deal. The thing that I think makes it different for women,
especially, is if they’re mothers. That’s got to be the hardest
single thing about being in prison for a woman— is if she’s a
mother, to be separated from her children.
m g : There are so many more women in prison now because of
drug crimes...
k w : Because they’re couriers for men.
RS: That’s not always true.
K w : Most women who are locked up are locked up because of
their involvement with a guy who was involved in crime.
RS: That’s true, but there are a lot of women who are in prison
because they were in the drug business. It’s an equal oppor
tunity employer.
k w : But what I’m saying is that the women who get locked
up, more often than not are mules— they are not major league
drug dealers.
RS: But certainly we know our share of female drug bosses.
161)
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Do you think prisons should be abolished?
k w : Abolished no. Modified yes. There are, unfortunately,
people in our society that for whatever reason are dangerous to
others. You can’t let serial killers run loose. But 95 percent of
the federal prison population is not dangerous. They don’t
need to be locked up. If our society is so intent on punishment
then those nonviolent offenders could be punished in other
ways. I think a more reasonable approach would be to look at
the problems and try to treat them.
RS: The number of people that really need to be in prison is
maybe one tenth, at the most, of the people that are locked up.
There are certainly dangerous, violent people that need to be
segregated. But the vast majority of crimes are property
crimes, economic crimes. I don’t think that prison really
works for those types of crime. The only thing it can do is in
capacitate the work of the most violent. I’m very opposed to
the death penalty, but I think those kind of people need to be
kept in prison and need to atone for their crimes. They need to
be reminded on a daily basis: “You’re here because you did
that. And you can never go back out because you’ve proven
that you’re not the kind of person who can exist peacefully
with other people.” And then the rest of the world, the rest of
society, needs to know that. These are ideas that Dostoevsky
really developed. He talked about “ostracizing” people. In fact
the Native Americans do that. If somebody commits a crime
they ostracize them from the tribe— throw them out. And
then they have to make peace. They have to come back and
deal with their victims. And the whole thing had to be worked
out with the people that were involved. The way it’s done now,
it’s crazy. It’s just: grab them, pull them off the streets, and
MG:
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throw them into prison— as if that’s going to do any good. It
certainly doesn’t help clean up the crime problem, as we’ve
seen. Because the conditions that created these types of
problems aren’t addressed. They’re not solved, they’re just
given token nods: yes, we need to do something about educa
tion in the inner cities. But we don’t do anything about it. And
as Kim said, the amount of money that’s lavished on police for
ces and judges and courts and prisons is unbelievable. It’s one
of the biggest parts of our budgets now that the military is no
longer as important. It’s now a war on crime— as if you can
declare a war on a segment of your own population and some
how get rid of the problem. But it doesn’t get rid of the prob
lem— it makes it worse, because those people feel even more
alienated. And they have such a little stake in our society.
Someone asked me recently, “Well, you wouldn’t commit
crimes again and go back to prison.’’ Now my crimes were
very specific, but I said, “No.” Because I have a family now; I
love my wife and my kids and so I have something that makes
me care about staying free. But what does a seventeen- or
eighteen-year-old kid who grows up on the streets, who has no
family life, whose bro-ther’s in prison, who feels he has noth
ing that he can do that is going to change his life— what’s his
stake in society? He might as well go out and rob somebody
and go to prison. It’s no big deal.
mg : Did either of you experience a sense of atonement? Did
you have a connection to your crime and your prison time?
kw : I spent a deal of time trying to come to terms with my
participation in a conspiracy that violated someone’s civil
rights. And what I came to realize over time was that no one
was innocent in that situation. And I accepted my own
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participation and I accepted my own responsibility for what I
did. I did that when I pleaded guilty and took my sentence. As
far as atoning, I think I was punished long before I went to
prison. So prison was more for me just a chance to recover from
everything I’d gone through.
RS: My crime was smuggling marijuana and I didn’t atone so
much for that because I still think that I was right and the
government’s wrong— it should be legal. I think it’s just ab
surd that the government is able to lock people up for life with
no parole for a plant that grows wild. But I think I atoned for
other mistakes I’d made in my life. I atoned for my hubris, my
feeling that I could do whatever I wanted and get away with it
because I had this pride or arrogance. I felt I learned a lot about
my own personality aberrations that led me to do stuff that
was illegal. But I never felt any real remorse for my crimes, per
se. I still don’t think of them as crimes.
MG: Do you think many people who go to prison atone?
KW: I think it depends very much on the crime. For me, if I feel
that I’ve harmed or mistreated someone, I feel I have to make
up for it. But if you’ve done something that is a crime without
a victim, or where the only victim is a criminal, I don’t see how
you can atone for that. You can perhaps learn to treat yourself
more kindly. I’m thinking of women who were locked up for
carrying drugs for men, oftentimes abusive men; of pros
titutes who are beaten; of women who are locked up for killing
their spouses or lovers who have been beating them for
years— those women would tend to be not so much atoning
for what they’ve done but to be learning how to look at them
selves in a little better light.
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We’re publishing a letter in the next issue of Prison Life
from a guy who killed his six-week-old son. I was so moved
when I read this letter, even though it’s not an emotion-laden
letter. You have a sense of a guy who feels terribly about what
he did. And it was probably done in a drunken rage, which is
how most violent crimes of that type are done. And you just
have the feeling that this guy is living with that crime every
day of his life. And that actually to take his life would really be
letting him off the hook. I was in a county jail with a guy who
was a teacher at a prep school. A very well-educated guy who
was an alcoholic and he and his wife used to drink every day
and get very drunk at night and he shot her one night. Killed
her right in front of the kids. And this guy was suffering hor
ribly. As it turned out, he didn’t end up doing much time. He
did a few years and I ended up doing all this time for smug
gling marijuana— that’s the quirky nature of our laws. I think
he should have been made to do more time because he needed
to think and think and think and atone for that. When he
bought the gun he was starting along the road toward killing
someone. He knew what kind of person he was. He knew he
had a serious drinking problem. I think for some people, cer
tainly for those intelligent enough to understand their actions
and who take responsibility for their actions (because most
people who go to prison will blame everyone in the world but
themselves, they’re in a state of denial, “It wasn’t me, I did
what I had to do”), that’s what prison should be about. I think
that’s what prison guards and administrators, all those people,
should be able to keep bringing you back to yourself. I think
it’s a karmic thing: you have to come to terms with and
transcend the person you were who committed that crime.
RS:
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Crimes are ail so different and to use the same punishment
for all crimes makes no sense.
r s : Property crimes, you should have to pay the money back.
{Their son M ax sets offhis toypolice car and a siren wails.)
RS: Max! “Calling all cars! Calling all cars!” (He imitates the toy’s
recordedvoice and laughs.)
kw : My mother gave this to him. She thought it was a funny
joke.
MG: I know a lot of parents who use “Time Out” as a way to
punish kids now. It’s almost prisonlike: “You’ve done some
thing wrong so I won’t talk to you.”
kw : We seize assets.
r s : The government comes along and takes the toys.
MG:
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Night Letter
by Richard M cCann

Even if God touched me, I was alone.
I thought: Empty orfu ll, I am alone. I meant to avow
this emptiness, to practice what the saints had said,
“to leave a space inside— for G od. . . ”
But at night you removed your gold band and set it on the
dresser;
you unclasped your bracelet, serpentine, with green stones.
Your hands on my hands, for a moment,
it was as if God might be forgotten,
as if He’d gotten what He wanted—
Dear Oblivion, if I could taste you again and drink you
down...
As once I did. I still recall
not the desire but its extinguishing:
nights with the bottle on the table by the window
that overlooked the city
whose streets I’d soon walk.

From Glass (Pray the
Electrons Back to Sand)
byJam es Chapman

IN T H E C L O U D Y N I G H T O N T H E W A T E R , A S M A L L

inflatable boat. Lying flat on the boat bottom, two brothers
are trying to not breathe, not emit heat. This boat is called a
“Zodiac.” The sky is without stars.
They hear two helicopters, and turn to look at each other,
it’s so dim they can hardly see each other.
After they’re strafed by the lead helicopter, their boat’s a
flat oval just under the water. Their bodies float slowly off
the oval. The brothers stay close together, face down, drift
ing northeast where they’d been trying to get, Iran.
There is no electric lights, to begin. We have one generator
runs with gasoline, and we have gasoline, for now. So we
have power to our operating theatre, noplace else. At places
in the hallways, candles, but these are going to be not pos
sible when our stock is gone.
Worse is the no running water. This mask I wear is a week
old. Disposable mask, you know? I cannot keep my hands
clean. Gloves cannot be washed, or gowns. We have burn
victims here— do you understand what that means?
I have very little left of drugs or medicines of several
kinds. I require antibiotics, clotting factor, morphine,
adrenaline, insulin, corticosteroid, codeine, copper sulfate,
sodium nitrate. And dressings.
(68)
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Here, regard this man. He is three days alive. I would
prefer him dressed, I do not approve the “open therapy,” but
we choose between filthy bedding and the no gauze. We are
experimental with boiling sheets in very doubtful water, but
I will not put that dressing on this man’s burns. I’d prefer
just shoot him in the head now.
Oh, he was in charge to fill the oil in the trenches around
his bunker— old oil seeps into the sand so that you must
replace it. So he is out there pumping oil from a truck when
the planes come. They drop napalm to ignite the trenches,
and if it hits some soldiers too, so much the better.
Here, this man over here, he was walking a road, he
“found” a mine.
This was riding her bike to work, she ran over an antitank
round. She was a typist for a company that makes washtubs,
mops, brooms, baskets. We have to cut the leg off without
anesthetic. Most of the amputee men, we keep them lying
still during the operation by four interns holding them
down— for this young lady I required six interns. That’s not
the real trouble for her, the real trouble is with infection.
The boy— boys like the craters, the bomb pits, for playing
in. And who is protecting them now? He simply broke a leg,
however, and is a favorite here to cheer us up.
This man is going to be twenty-four hours alive, soon, and
I am impressed. He is the result of phosphorous. The phos
phorous bombs burn very hot, and keep on to burn into the
skin, even underwater they burn. Sometimes the patient
will come in and after an hour you recognize he is starting to
smolder. All the nerves are destroyed; he may not feel it even
when he’s conscious. It is more frequent here than napalm,
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and much worse, though this case is without the thermal
damage to the lungs for some reason.
I do my job. I will not speak of politics. But I wish for a
way to separate politics from human beings. If these con
flicts could be fought in outer space? machine against
machine? Because what is the good?
I have been awake now too long.
Yes he’s alive. Why do you think we use a bed for him?
He’d be under sand now, if he was as dead as how he looks.
At the time this happened to him, he was a regular soldier.
In his country, that means he didn’t want to be a soldier, but
he had absolutely no say about it. This is not the wonderful
United States where every citizen has rights over all other
citizens of the world. Here a man has a gun pointed at him
and he’s told to shout a slogan and he does. What would you
have advised him to do?
You must not repeat to anyone what I ’ve just said to you.
Excuse me, you are mistaken, I have not criticized. I only
say I wager you’d rather not be this man in this bed. Your
own bed is nice, isn’t it? And your own skin? Creamy nice.
Your girl loves to touch you. She says you shine, your face
shines with love.
Phosphorus: four gauzes are stuck lightly to the center of his
blackened chest. His balls are black as ash, all the hair burnt
away. The black meat of his legs is cracked open, and black in
side the cracks. His right forearm’s a stump, piece of white
cloth stuck on the end. His face is shiny-skinned, like there’s
a tight clear layer he’s trapped under. The shiny layer is
wrinkled, clear silver-gray stretched over black. The black is
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black with light splots here and there; splots must be original
color of his skin. They seem very pale. Maybe he’s pale in
there, like not feeling well. Even his lips are burnt black.
His eyes are shut.
Before he was a soldier, he was a glass-worker, making
bottles and jars for other people to fill. He ran machines that
did the work. But from his father he also learned the old way
how to blow glass. For his kids to play with, he blew red and
deep green glass balls, glass to roll, to shine sun through.
Down under the sand there’s a cement hallway. They got
electric light, they got air piped down.
Sixty soldiers live in this.
They can’t just stick their heads up and shoot guns at the
Americans. To get up to the surface they single-file twentyfive meters to the only crawl-tube hooked to their wing, and
up through the tube on a little steel ladder and out a beigepainted lid in the sand. Then they’re in a trench.
This is the same type bunker they built along the Iran
border. They got fast at building them. The bunkers’re
pretty damn safe.
The men write letters home, write in diaries, play cards,
joke, argue, like normal— except they never complain. Not
even two guys alone in a corner will complain. It’s not a good
idea.
Planes dropped these fliers yesterday:
C E A S E R E S I S T A N C E — BE S A F E

Approach the M ulti-N ational Forces’ positions
slowly
(7 i l
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the lead soldier
holding this document above his head.
I f you do this you w ill not die.
All got drafted here. They’re age sixteen to fifty-two.
“You will not die.” I f caught with one of the leaflets, a soldier
is shot.
Right now they’re all asleep.
Most people don’t know sixty men, personally. I don’t.
I’ve kept myself apart.
If you had to, you could name off sixty stars of movies and
TV. If you had to, you could imagine pretty near what
Johnny Carson’s handshake would feel like, and Phil
Donahue’s, Mia Farrow’s, Elizabeth Taylor’s. Whose names
you know, whose handshakes you can imagine usually die in
bed of old age.
Sixty men, thirty seconds left. That’s not even time for a
sitcom version, like Number One is slick and a good conman, Two talks croaky and limps, Three is loud and waves
his hands around, Four never talks and always smokes cigars,
Five—
No time.
The bell’s ringing, you don’t care anyway, O K, they’re
awake, helmets on, lined up jammed crouched against the
concrete wall.
The light goes out and all sixty are dead.
Quick as that, life goes on, they’re dead and buried. You
want a better look at it, what for? You don’t care. They
shouldn’t have been down there. Drafted or not. Shouldn’t
be our enemies. This ain’t nursery school. They’d have done
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the same to us, if ordered to, if they hail the means.
They hail wives anil families, hey so ilo I. So ilo 1 Anil I
^otta protect what's mine. 1 ^otta prniei i my mood
Sixty jjuys is nothing.
They're in a Ion# line against the lon^ wall, crouiheil
facing into the wall. As the light 's ^oin^ out, as ihe hulks are
slow-motion tailing, they all're slowly standing up, stiffly,
they're all rising.
The bomb was a burst of mist below the clouds, bi^
spreading toj>,
Hu^e cloud on the land. Then cloud explodes.
All the air of the desert is fire.
They're underground in a Ion# box with air shahs So you
figure it out. All the air— the air in the bunker, the air in the
blankets of the beds, the air in their mouths, the an under
their feet, between their le#s, behind their eyes, within their
blood, within their lun#s
shafts.

all the air's #ot to #o up the an

So the men are rising to their feet, like the spirit of fear
wants to bust them open.
Their arms all wave around slow.
Slowly they come up oft the floor, float a tew inches in the
air.
They point their red faces up, their faces look painted red,
red animals with animal-flat expressions, all breathing out
the letter "11," sick how they can't #0 on with the word
Already they're all the same. A minute a#o one of 1 linn
could’ve said I want to be home with my wile, and you'd've
had a picture of it. Now you can't feature any of these people
wishing a wish.
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The back-blast now slams them all against the concrete
wall. Pieces of things are flying, it’s hard to see, but the lights
are out and you can’t see it anyway, and it’s underground and
you can’t see it, and it’s not on TV, you can never see it.
They’re still up off the floor, slammed against the wall.
And out of their mouths rip upward little red rag lungs, flip
ping all the sixty now-corpses over their own dead asses and
dropping them limp on the floor.
Then you can see. Bloody cloth and brown skin turn
black. In the dark all things turn black same moment the
heat increases. Heat brighter and brighter. Brighter and
brighter black.
You can actually see the high explosive round penetrate a
BMP. The flash of the round goes through the vehicle and
the sides are already caving in.
Then every piece of ammunition inside goes off. The
secondary explosion is so much bigger than the vehicle, big
ger like fireworks explode way bigger than the little thing
you light.
The T-72 tanks come rolling along the night desert like
they’re looking for someone to surrender to. Gun turrets are
pointed straight up in the sky.
The T-72 is a super crappy vehicle. The shells have to be
brought up from storage under the floor. It takes twelve
seconds each time to load the gun.
Right on the right fender is where the fuel is stored. And
there’s no armor around the fuel!
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What armor there is is thin junk, hardly protects the
crew. And plus none of the crews want to fight.
The tank column is traveling across the desert at night.
And the tank right in front of your eyes explodes. And right
away the tanks to the left and to the right, and in front and
in back, they all explode. And every tank and truck you can
see’s exploding or veering off.
In a few minutes, thirteen American tank crews destroy
1 19 Iraqi vehicles.
Every single round our side fires hits. Every single T-72
we hit has its turret blown right off. And the fuel explodes.
Everyone inside bums.
The Iraqis never even know where the Americans are.
They only know their tanks are all blowing up.
Some have time to jump. Seventy-two prisoners, burnt,
missing arms, missing legs.
Here’s a guys used to drive a bulldozer in Michigan. So he’s
real skilled at the use of the armored combat earthmover.
He’s taking small-arms fire from all along this sand berm.
Small-arms is not a consideration.
In ten minutes he’s pushed his whole section of sand berm
back into the trenches the Iraqis dug it ourfrom. He’s filled
in a length of trench occupied by five hundred soldiers.
Since he finished up so quick, he starts helping out on the
next section, which isn’t flattened out yet.
Dots appear on the screens of the Apache helicopters.
Dots are flying back from the buried trenches. They ap
pear on the screens, and get strafed out.
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But not that many dots. The dots were soldiers, and most
of them never showed on the screens, most got buried in
stead under fifteen feet of sand and rock.
Fifteen feet of sand and rock over you, and you’re curled in a
ball, it’s black and your neck is jammed down very painful, in a
little pocket of sand between your face and thighs you’ve got
one cubic foot of air to breathe, and you take a breath in, you are
thinking what you are thinking, you can’t move to dig, anyway
digging’d just cave in your air pocket, but you feel the cloth of
your trousers in your left hand, feel your own skin underneath
that, you’re alive, you have to breathe out and in again, you feel
the stock of your rifle in your other hand, the rifle is stuck out at
some strange angle. You are one of the unlucky ones even here,
because to your left and right most of your friends are already
dead, their mouths open full of sand because they just fell back
screaming when it came over them, not you, you were smart
and curled up with a little pocket of air, and your neck didn’t
break, you’re sweating all over, and you have to keep thinking
for four more minutes, you take another breath.
We were walking in lines. First a helicopter flew. Then came
the airplanes. It circled us one time, three airplanes. I was
scratching at the ground, trying to be underneath. I was
watching the handfuls of sand I scraped away, this was sand
from the time before I died, that’s how I saw it go past. I was
sure I was going to die now. But so many of the men had run
in one direction that the planes only strafed at me. The bul
let was like I was kicked in the back by a strong man wearing
a boot. But the group of running men, they were hit with
three rockets. Then they were strafed too. I lay in the sand,
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and I was very still. I said they can see everything from their
airplanes, they see even my eyes blink, and I didn’t blink,
but I couldn’t decide was I playing dead or dying, I thought
dying might be this, playing dead with a bullet through you
till you really die. Like pretending on your wife to be asleep,
you think of fooling her and sneaking out later, but you in
stead fall asleep because you pretend so good. Kept my eyes
staring dead, trying not to turn dead really, and that way saw
the three rockets hit my friends, and along with that, my
blood across the sand, coming from the hole in my chest
where the bullet came out, you see I have no nipple on my
right chest from today forward.
I was lucky, hm. But I cannot say be thankful for my life.
That would say, Allah thank you for killing all my brothers
and friends so that I could live. I only say it is up to the God.
Only He knows whether our lives are good to live. Death
could be a mercy.
“I f you want to kill the fish you have to dry the sea.”
We didn’t vote for this, yet we are going to die for it. That’s
how it is. We are who dies.
You don’t hear them coming, the jets are too fast. Then
twenty seconds beforehand, you hear. You take cover and
you stare at whatever you’re hiding underneath, you see it
broken, yourself buried, you get ready. How can you be
ready? Then nothing happens, the jets are gone, on their way
someplace else, to kill your cousins maybe, and you have
silence. You have to live your life with this silence. Slowly
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people come back out, they talk, but quiet, they talk into
nothing.
I used to resist the bombing in my own body. I was tight,
trying to stay strong, and that was my mistake. Now I can’t
take anymore. Physically I can’t. The minute I hear a plane I
just cave in. I can’t stand this to go on. If I am killed one
sunny morning, at least it will be over.
And look at my city. Look at Basra. What have they left
me of my life anyway? My son who thinks he’s a philosopher
said to me, laugh. What worse can happen? As well enjoy
this. But I tell you I’m too old. Older than three weeks ago.
I feel like that our lives are revealed: this ugly noise, this—
strewing. We can build it back, but that won’t be Basra true.
Never again. You think you work and help your kids to grow
up and live on, live on. I can’t imagine my kids walking
through the streets of this city after someday I’m gone. I
don’t know what they’ll see. There’ll be none of me in it,
nothing I saw, none of what I was. I was dust that scattered
in the air.
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Family Business
by Charles G lazier

JER R Y EX C IT ED CO N SID ERABLE DISGUST. NO TH IN G

subtle about him, the way he moved himself inside his pants
when he walked. Also, he stood too close and stared into my
eyes while demonstrating his plastic, frightened, hostile
grin.
Sometimes he threatened to kick my goddamn ass. Some
times he begged me to talk directly with the voices accusing
him. But mostly he stared and grinned. I thought he
couldn’t decide whether to eat me or fuck me. It was unnerv
ing. For both of us.
There was a good psychiatrist involved. He showed a lot of
patience and kindness to this kid and his people. He was
trying to secure Jerry’s sanity with major and minor tran
quilizers to cut anxiety plus lithium to stabilize moods and
diminish impulsivity. All of which probably would have
helped if the parents had made him take his meds on schedule.
But from the beginning they generally didn’t. Jerry continued
to operate in a fairly primitive manner. The family continued
to pretend that nothing awful was happening.
Except that whenever I stopped by the house, Jerry’s two
little brothers were always waiting in the front yard for me.
Even when it was raining.
When the little kids in a family run to your car and cling
to you all the way to the front door, it is not a good sign.
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So I visited twice a week. I chatted with mom and dad
about medications. I walked Jerry around the corner to a
donut shop where we could drink coffee and talk about life
on the third planet from the sun. I threw a Frisbee with his
little brothers in the front yard and told them to go to school
every day.
No one was telling me anything and everyone was look
ing terrified and stupefied and mortified. So I counseled
myself: I have been here before. Things are awful. They will
get worse. Patience is the thing.
So I waited.
After a month, the mother began complaining to me
about her lousy life. This mom was a lady in her forties who
dressed like a streetwalker. She talked in short bursts of dis
connected thoughts. Making sense of her conversation re
quired a detached attention, something like the mindset you
use to make out animal shapes in the clouds. What I gathered
was, she lived in a permanent state of fear. It seemed her life’s
work to offer herself as a repository for men’s perverse sexual
and aggressive feelings. The usual history. Childhood of
sexual and physical abuse. Adolescence of promiscuity in a
milieu populated with predatory and damaged men. Put out
for prostitution for many years. Nearly murdered by a
boyfriend and left for dead. She was brain-damaged and per
manently traumatized from this near-murder, she told me.
She had fine tremors, she suffered panic attacks and flash
backs, she coped by spending an inordinate amount of time
sleeping, dreamed of men chasing her with baseball bats,
woke up each day figuring that most men consider murder a
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viable option in resolving interpersonal conflict. I had to
agree with her, this was her reality.
Once I had something like mother’s confidence, the father
began to approach me with complaints about his lousy life.
He was an irritable and frightened man, blustery and foolish
and venal. Not a bad guy, but broken, with no clear ideas
about how to act on anything he genuinely felt. He was al
ways quick to take refuge in being overwhelmed or indif
ferent when the subject of Jerry’s mental illness came up in
the conversation. I could see in him the child who felt stupid
and ashamed. He harbored little energy for good works in
realtime. He tended to make more sense than his wife, but he
tended to tell me less. On the whole, I had more fun talking
with Jerry’s mother.
It took about a month of chatting in the kitchen for this
mom to trust me with her family’s future. A very desperate
move, trusting a stranger like me with anything true and
real about the family. She called me up, a Wednesday after
noon, and told me Jerry had committed any number of ir
retrievably irrational acts at home. For instance, he kept
offering his hardons to his brothers and ordering them to
suck him off. He humped dad from behind, he gave mom
tongue kisses, he had strangled two cats and killed the
neighbors’ dog with a stick of rebar. It was beginning to get
on their nerves, she said. Stuff was happening every day.
I told the mom I could understand why she might want
some help in this situation. I drove over to the house to talk
with her and dad about getting Jerry into a hospital. They
said they would give it some thought. In the meantime, they
agreed to involve the psychiatrist, who promptly raised
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Jerry’s daily Thorazine dose. And I began talking with Jerry
about how a teenage boy handles his sexy feelings. It’s not
often I get the opportunity to instruct a young man in mas
turbation. O f course, we had to talk about anger too, before
he murdered someone.
The very next thing, the family went into a crisis. Partly
to get rid of me. Partly to shut mother up and punish her for
going outside the family. Partly to gather their fear and
shame so they could give it all to Jerry.
One of the first crisis reactions was, Jerry’s father sudden
ly developed major money troubles. This became the only
thing he would discuss when I was around. Whenever I
showed up, he was always just rushing off to the bank or to
collect a debt.
The next thing that happened, the mother remembered
she suffered from several serious medical problems that
needed constant and immediate medical attention. When
ever I showed up, she was just getting ready to go to the doc
tor and all she would discuss were the chances she would be
going into surgery next week.
I kept visiting. I drove dad to the bank and rode around
with him looking for people who owed him money. I drove
mom to the hospital and waited in the doctor’s lobby with
her. I chatted about safety and sexual acting-out and the
ways that parents can create rules that keep young kids safe
in a family.
My persistence was rewarded, as all persistence is.
Mother’s brother appeared on the scene.
Phil was an organized criminal, some kind of subchieftan
in the local mob hierarchy. He was loud, stubborn, willful,
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humorless, and possessed of a talent for misunderstanding,
misconstruing, forgetting, and lying that made commun
ication nearly impossible with him in the room.
I remember, there was a conversation at the house when
Phil first appeared, about two weeks after mom told me
Jerry had a penis problem. We were hanging out in the
kitchen. Dad was getting ready to run to the bank. Mom was
getting ready to run to the doctor. Jerry hadn’t learned to
tolerate his higher dose o f Thorazine yet, so he was looking
sort of drooly and distant, leaning on his forearms and drink
ing coffee, smoking cigarettes, and leering at his mother
whenever he felt her worrying about him. That’s when Phil
came in the kitchen door cursing because he’d had to kick
the family dog off the back porch.
The first thing Phil did was demonstrate that he could
easily crush the bones in my hand and perhaps tear my arm
off at the shoulder if he wished. Then he threw a tantrum for
my benefit, railing about Jerry’s new meds, complaining
about how the kid looked so doped, swearing the kid just
needed someone to beat the shit out of him. He smashed a
coffee cup in the kitchen sink to validate his argument.
I observed that any plan to beat the shit out ofjerry would
likely fail to change his upsetting behaviors. I told Phil,
After the first couple of punches I think Jerry will be so
scared he will just dissociate. The rest of the beating will be
completely wasted on him.
Phil seemed to hear the rationality in this argument, but
he was not one to let you think you had him swayed. He said
no one in this family had ever fucked young boys up the ass
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before and he wasn’t going to stand by and let it get started
in the family now. I said, We both want to help the family.
However, we did disagree regarding medication. I
thought the meds were helping Jerry stay close enough to
reality that he could still get advice and support from the
people who cared for him. My fear was that without meds
Jerry might simply go catatonic under the load of feelings in
the family.
Phil told me this family didn’t have any feelings that were
bothering anyone and if I said it again he would show me how
it feels to get my teeth smashed back down my throat. I said I
could easily imagine his feelings were hurt and I had meant
only that Jerry seemed to be overwhelmed in some way we
couldn’t yet understand. Perhaps he needed to be in a hospital
where the quiet and predictable environment might help him
focus on getting back in control of his impulses.
Mentioning the hospital was a mistake. Right away, the
parents decided that Phil was in charge. What Phil decided
next was for Jerry to come live with him and work in his
warehouse every day. This momentous decision required
only fifteen seconds o f discussion between the principals.
"The kid needs something to do with his hands,” Phil said.
I thought the only problem with this plan was that Phil
had no intention of giving Jerry his pills. When I said this,
Phil showed me how easy it was for him to pin me against
the wall with one forearm across my chest. With the other
one he made a fist. It really seemed that he would have no
problem using that fist on me. I said, It makes it very hard to
discuss anything when you threaten to punch me out. Phil
said, I hate fucking assholes like you. Then he let me go.
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The parents didn’t pursue the issue of medications at that
time. Drenched in my own weakness and fear, I also said
nothing. Even knowing that this was going to turn out
badly for Jerry, I said nothing. Jerry went to live with Phil
and his family that day.
Over the next three weeks, I waged a campaign to per
suade Phil that Jerry might do better with medications and
without threats of violence. Most of the times we talked, it
was because I drove through the tunnel to Phil’s warehouse
in Eastie where he kept an office. I learned not to call ahead:
when I did, they put Jerry in a car with Phil’s addict cousin
Morrie, and Morrie would drive Jerry around until Phil
beeped him to come back.
The warehouse was a simple concrete block shell, an
aluminum roof tacked on top to shelter oil-stained cement
floors piled with goods under wraps. Toxic dust lay in sheets
on every horizontal surface. There were creeps and thugs and
gangs of big-shouldered freight hustlers coming and going
all the time.
I amused Phil. When car thieves and wise guys dropped
by, he introduced me, said I was Jerry’s therapist. This was
funny, a therapist. Phil bragged to me about his criminal
enterprises. Said he paid taxes on 1 3 5 K last year, and made
twice that in cash. He offered to sell me a stolen car, stolen
drugs. This was funny, too.
Phil, I noticed, put his hands on people whenever they
came within reach, shrinking them to an object he could
handle, caress, crush. I had the impression he could kill me
just by sitting on my chest. This alone gave him an immense
presence in any personal confrontation. Plus he ranked on
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everyone, shouting in such harsh and critical cadences that
only other stupefied and brutalized men could tolerate con
versation with him. His boneheaded fulminations flattened
the thieves delivering goods, his sheetmetal assistants, his
freight hustlers and his drivers, the enforcement men from
his investors.
I sat near Phil in my plastic chair, lightheaded with the
nasty fumes in this warehouse, and I watched him lie to
everyone, and I lied to him with offers of approval and a
mimicry of shared humor at his theater of humiliations, and
I bugged him periodically to let me talk to Jerry.
We had lunch together one day. I sat for an hour, his
sycophant, while he bullied smaller men and lied to bigger
men. I saw him straining his spirit and his intelligence to
their utmost in his efforts to move men to his will. I saw the
sweat shining on his upper lip and I thought of his pain as
his large intestine wound and unwound itself trying to move
four double cheeseburgers and two pints of fries towards his
anus. Phil complained to me. No one knew how hard he
worked. No one knew how he worried. He was ruining his
health to provide for his family. I was sympathetic. I ex
plained my sympathies at length. Then he discounted me. If
I sympathized with him, then I was a fool, and he could con
trol me without further effort. I saw this calculation happen,
peering in through his eyes. He figured he had me in his
power. He said he was willing to let Jerry go out for coffee
with me. Because we trusted each other, him and me.
Phil. A terrifying human being, but still human.
So I walked Jerry down to the local square for a cup of cof
fee. No coffee shops, just five different alky bars. I ordered
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Cokes and we took a booth in the back. Stench of cigarettes,
beer, and piss. Jerry wasn’t making the slightest sense. In
this bar, there was a television mumbling and he stared at it.
I couldn’t seem to hold his attention. I was asking him about
how his thinking was holding up and he watched the car
commercials. “Oh, what a feeling.”
“Like in, Oh, what a feeling, Toyota? Or like in, I’m feel
ing something.”
“I’m feeling something,” Jerry said.
“Want to tell me what that is?”
“I’m scared. O f Phil.” Jerry showed me the grin, scared
and angry and completely artificial, that made people want
to run away from him.
“That’s an important feeling,” I said. But I was unable to
talk him into coming with me back to his parents’ house.
Apparently he was even more scared of that. When I offered
him a chance to go to the hospital for a week or so to relax
and get his bearings, he got mad and walked out on me. So
the second time we went for Coke, I didn’t suggest it.
After two weeks living with Phil it seemed to me that
Jerry wasn’t getting any medication at all. He also showed
me where the side of his face was bruised. He wouldn’t tell
me who did it. He also kept grinning at me when we talked
and asked me if I had a large penis. He put his hand on my
pants and felt for my penis, grinning at me and opening his
mouth. It took some doing to move him off sexual topics.
When I brought Jerry back to the garage, Phil came out
to see me. “I’m straightening that kid out,” he told me.
1 can see.
“Couple of days ago, I caught him humping on one of my
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guys. Whipped him with a rope and left him out back for an
hour.”
“Did that help?”
“Yeah. You know, he’s a perverted little shit.”
“Sounds like he’s a lot of trouble to take care of,” I said.
“You might want to know of a way to get rid of him safely if
he becomes too much of a nuisance. I f you feel that way, I can
get him into a hospital without any problem and you know
they’d take good care of him there.”
“He’s not going to no hospital. No one in our family ever
goes to a hospital. People die in hospitals.”
That was as much as Phil would tell me about this idea.
When I was leaving, Jerry rubbed his ass at me the way
another person might wave goodbye.
I went the next morning to the parents’ house and woke
them both up. Mother took an hour to pull herself together.
While she readied herself, father sat at the kitchen table
smoking, drinking coffee, coughing, running his hands
through his hair. He mainly worried out loud about the con
sequences if he didn’t get to the bank before another ten
minutes went by. He talked as if I had chained him to his
chair to prevent him from leaving.
Mother came down, her bleached hair sprayed hard as a hel
met, wearing a black fishnet tubetop over a pushup bra, thigh
high nylon shorts over ankle-length black spandex pants with
stirrups looping under stiletto-heeled shoes. This was how she
usually dressed. While she was making more instant coffee,
the phone rang and she chatted for a moment in that blithe,
completely false, and thoroughly disconnected manner that I
had learned to expect in her. She hung up. “My sister.”
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“I thought you didn’t talk to your sister anymore.”
“She calls me sometimes. Bit in the paper this morning,
they found a woman.”
“Uh-huh.”
“Blonde, in her late forties, early fifties. Floating in the
Mouth. She wanted to see if it was me.”
“She thought it might be you.”
“Yeah, but it wasn’t.”
“She still cares about you,” I told her. Then I told mom
and dad that their son Jerry was in serious trouble. I thought
he hadn’t been given his medicine in maybe a week, maybe
two, and he was losing control of himself.
“Phil’s taking care of him,” the father said.
“Phil is beating him with a hockey stick every time he
tries to touch someone’s penis.”
“I can’t believe that,” the mother said.
“That Jerry’s touching men on the penis? Or that Phil is
beating him with a hockey stick?”
“I can’t believe that you’re telling me this now when I got
to go to the bank,” the father said. “Sylvia, you do whatever
you think is right.” And he lit a cigarette, which was some
thing he did before he did anything as momentous as walk
ing out to evade responsibility for his mentally ill son.
“Your husband is dumping this all in your lap,” I told the
mother.
“I know that.”
“A person can get angry. A person can say something.”
“I love my husband.”
I kept my mouth shut.
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Then I said, “You are his parents. I f you aren’t willing to
take steps necessary to make your son safe, then I have to call
DSS.” I picked up the phone. “By the way, I know the num
ber by heart. I don’t need to look it up. I’m dialing the
number right now, you see.”
“I’ll go get him back,” his mother said. “I don’t want to
think anyone is hitting Jerry. Jerry’s a good boy.”
“You can ask your husband to go with you.”
“He said he has to go to the bank.”
“You can ask. He can say no. I f that’s the best he can do. So
you know you asked, anyway.”
She asked. He said he was going to the bank after he
finished his cigarette. Acted annoyed with her.
When we got in my car, she cried a little bit.
“This is the thanks you get,” I said. She pulled herself
together.
When we got there, Phil was waiting out front to laugh at
us. “Your husband told me you were on your way. I sent Jerry
off with Morrie, so you just get back in your shitbox and take
off before I shoot you both and have you dumped in the
Mouth.”
But mom stood up to Phil. I was impressed. She kept
repeating, she wanted to see her son.
This took about two hours. The whole time, the mother
and I stood outside, afraid to go inside the warehouse. It was
a cold, windy, wet morning. The ocean breeze went right
through your coat. Phil would come out and yell at us awhile
and the mom would say she wanted her son back. I would say
I was prepared to call the cops. He would threaten to kill us
and then he’d stomp back inside his warehouse to cool off.
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While we were waiting I told mother I didn’t think Phil
would really kill us.
“Phil stole money from us two years ago,” she said. “I got
an insurance settlement from a car accident. He made me
sign the check over to him. It was seven thousand dollars.
He said, if I didn’t give him the money, he’d cut off my head
and hands and feet. So they’d never identify my body. So my
kids wouldn’t know where I was buried.”
“Phil talks big,” I said.
“Phil is big,” she said.
After two hours, Phil came out. “Shut up, I don’t wanna
hear from you,” he said. “The kid’ll be back in ten minutes.
And I ’ll tell you, mister therapist shit, if that kid ends up in
the hospital, I’ll personally kill you.”
“Phil, I’m sure you’re trying to do what’s best for the boy. ”
“Fuck you,” he said and he went back inside. Then he
came back out again. He said to me, “You don’t have the first
clue, you idiot. You know, she has sex with the kid all the
time. Been doing it for years. Driving him crazy. I was only
trying to help out. You’re a fucking asshole, you don’t know
shit.”
Phil went back inside.
The mom looked at me sideways.
“I don’t believe everything people tell me,” I told her.
When Morrie pulled up with Jerry, the kid was smoking
a joint. He was surprised to see his mother still waiting for
him and he came along with her and me, looking more
scared than anything else.
We got Jerry into my car and he sat in the back seat pull
ing at his penis through his pants. When his mother got in
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next to him to talk to him, he put his arms around her and
tongue kissed her and felt her breasts through her coat, so I
pulled mother out and helped her get into the front seat. I
told Jerry to keep his hands off other people for the next
twenty minutes and we drove through the tunnel to the ER
at Mass General.
It was dark in the tunnel and my radio was broadcasting
static. I realized I was very irritated. I figured I had about ten
minutes of effective behavior left in me.
“I’m in bad trouble,” Jerry said from the back seat.
“Naw, Jerry, your mom just wanted to see you, make sure
you’re okay. She heard you were getting beat on.”
“I should get beat on,” Jerry said. “I’m a bad person. I ’m
full of shit.”
What I heard was his pride in taking some perspective on
himself. It was a moral stance.
When we got to the ER I found Jerry had fished up an
empty soda can in my back seat. He had shoved his index
finger to the hilt through the sipping hole and he was twist
ing the can to cut his finger off. There was blood in his lap. I
helped him to stop twisting the can and we walked Jerry
into the ER.
They were thrilled to see us.
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Solid Food
from M in im u m Security
by Lucy Rosenthal

SOME IN C ID E N T A L IN T E L L IG E N C E FROM T H E FAM -

ily archives:
In the early, carefree years of their marriage, Annette and
Edward English were exotics, elegant and original, with
equally original friends. Like the Russian emigre Mikail
Ivanov, who with russet pencils sketched me, their baby, and
rendered a glowing naked cherub, chin lifted, lying on her
belly, with her feet raised, soles and all, to the air. Annette
loved the drawing, loved the baby, loved Mikail, and she
glued the sketch to the first page of the photograph album
in which she kept the record of the baby’s first year.
One day when Annette was introducing her baby to solid
foods, and with no great margin o f patience was mopping
strained pear sauce from the baby’s chin, her husband came
in with a newspaper, and the mess the baby was making was
upstaged by another one, more ramifying. The year was
1939. Dear, warm, ruddy Mikail, who loved his smokes,
who sampled Edward’s port, who loved his vodka, who loved
the baby, who loved the Russian language and spoke broken
English with a pure Moscow accent, was a Communist.
There was nothing wrong with that. Annette and Edward
had their secret sympathies. It was an evil world, and from a
safer distance but like their friend Mikail, Annette and
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Edward embraced the promise extended by the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the Hammer and Sickle.
Their devoted friend Mikail was an idealist, so much so
that the signing of the Stalin-Hitler pact in August caused
him to snap. For Stalin to shake hands and break bread with
Hitler was too much for him.
As a gesture of protest, the newspaper said, Mikail Ivanov
hired a private plane and a pilot who would fly him up over
the city. High up over New York Harbor, Mikail Ivanov,
whose real name was Walter Johnson, shot and killed the
pilot, and the plane, after a brief moment’s shudder, plunged
straight into the water.
Both bodies were recovered later that night.
My mother wept: Mikail couldn’t bear the bestial world.
He killed a man, my father said. It was a sin to take another
man with him.
But Mikail Ivanov had never existed. It developed that
Walter Johnson didn’t even speak Russian.
The true story emerged in the newspapers in the days that
followed. Walter Johnson was nobody much. A petty thief,
leaving under different names a trail o f mostly mis
demeanors, at first, which soon escalated into felonies. (My
mother, at length, reported discovering some of her jewelry
missing.) His brief career as a somebody had been in the false
persona of Mikail Ivanov.
Shocked, grieved, on that first morning, even before all
the facts were in, my mother left me in my high chair and
stole into her bedroom. She unearthed the photograph
album from the drawer where she kept it, and poking at
dried glue, managed to remove the drawing from its place of
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honor in the album. It became, in her agitation, torn and
crumpled.
Sitting in my high chair, with pear sauce caking on my
chin and neck, I began to wail. My father lifted me and
pressed me against his chest, indifferent to the stains that
were being transferred to his shirt.
My mother returned and together they put me down, on
their bed, while I cried on. Briefly, she left me to show my
father what was left of the portrait. Oh, no, he said, why? It
frightens me, she said, that he was so close to the baby. I
won’t allow any of this to touch her. It already has, said my
father. Some time later, after a fashion, my mother restored
the portrait with scotch tape.
It was thought that my father had persuaded her to do
this. But it had nothing to do with my father at all. The fact
is, my mother had been in love with Mikail Ivanov.
Some introduction to solid food, is all I can say.
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The Evening News
byJu d ith C lark

I didn’t hear it on the news today
that two women
died
here
in this prison
last weekend
but I heard
every hour on the hour
Tonya Harding’s ex-husband’s lawyer’s statement
watched
all ten minutes of Tonya’s press conference
saw her tears and terror
They showed no photos
of Roseann’s body
found
hanging
in her cell
during the morning count
read no quotes
from her suicide note
telling the judge
who sent her to prison
on a marijuana charge
he’d given her a death sentence
1961
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No reporter wondered
why no one in charge
heeded her letters
pleading
to go to the hospital
warning
she’d kill herself
no one questioned
the authorities
why
they left her
alone
in her cell
night after night
to hang herself
I didn’t hear it on the evening news
when Rosie died
of massive internal bleeding
after a week of pleading
with nurses, teachers, officers
to see a doctor
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Not one of those
hundreds of reporters and camera crews
who gathered round the courthouse
in cars and helicopters
for Amy and Joey
came to this prison
to ask why
why Rosie never saw a doctor in time
why she had to cry,
curled up in her bed
in her cell
her friends stroking her helplessly
after the nurse told her,
“Just drink plenty of water”
why
on Saturday night
blood pouring from every hole
her face turned buttercup yellow
she had to stumble down the hill to the hospital
no stretcher
no ambulance

Bedford H ills Correctional Facility, 1994
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Authoress Exposes Herself
on Amtrak
by Susan Moon

A M ID D L E -A G E D W OM AN WAS FO RCIBLY REM O VED

from the train in Ogden, Utah, last week, under suspicion of
sexual misconduct. An Amtrak official escorted her into the
station, where she found herself surrounded by murals of
Mormon pioneers. She was taken into the custody of the
local sheriff, and charged with indecent exposure under the
laws of the State of Utah. At the time of her arrest, she was
fully dressed in casual clothing from the Gap.
Agnes Smith is a novelist who had been living on the
California Zephyr for eleven months. Smith had received an
advance of $100,000 from her publisher for a trilogy of his
torical novels about the railroad. She apparently used these
funds to rent a roomette on the California Zephyr, and
vowed not to get off the train until she had completed the
trilogy. At the time o f her removal from the train, she had
finished two of the three novels.
Miss Smith said the working conditions on the train were
ideal. She said she raised the little table in the roomette and
plugged her computer into the plug provided for an electric
razor. She didn’t have to cook for herself—she ate all her
meals in the dining car— and nobody could reach her by
phone, fax, or mail. The scenery was excellent.
An Amtrak employee who wouldn’t give his name stated
that Miss Smith had apparently fallen in love with the dining
1991
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steward. He said that she "received” him in her roomette. Ac
cording to eyewitness accounts, the interracial couple had
sexual intercourse in her compartment, with the lights on,
while the train passed through small towns at night.
“They might as well be doing it on television,” said a
traveler who claims to have seen them from the platform in
Colfax, California. A traveler from Omaha commented, “I
felt like the victim of a drive-by shooting. Only better.”
The Utah charges do not involve the dining steward, as
there were no witnesses to any misconduct on his part in the
State of Utah. Miss Smith is accused of undressing in front of
the window of her roomette without pulling down the shade
while the train passed through Salt Lake City.
The dining steward apparently visited her only in those
states where the laws are less stringent. The Nevada district
attorney stated that his duty to protect the interests o f the
people of the State of Nevada does not include vigilance
about what people wear or do not wear on the train while it
is inside state lines. "What happens on the train happens in
another world,” he said. “It’s not Nevada, it’s Amtrak. I
wouldn’t charge Martians with indecent exposure, either,
even if they came right over Caesar’s Palace, as long as they
stayed on their UFO.”
Bail was set at only $50 pending trial, but Miss Smith did
not post bail because she says she hopes jail will be a good
place to finish the third novel o f her trilogy. “It’s amazing
how much work I can get done when I don’t have to cook for
myself,” she said. But a spokesperson for the State Depart
ment of Corrections said, “In Utah, we don’t run our jails as
some kind of artsy hotels. She won’t be allowed to have a
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computer in her cell, and she certainly won’t be allowed to
expose herself.” She is allowed visitors, however, and the
dining steward from the California Zephyr has already been
to see her.
Asked by reporters to comment on the truth of the charges,
Miss Smith said, “When I write, I expose myself. How could
it be otherwise?"
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Peekskill, 1949
from T h e Book o f Esther
by Edith Chevat

T H E R E WAS S O M E T H I N G R E A S S U R I N G A B O U T T H E

way the light lay on the tall grass, hung in the air, shim
mered off the metal frame of the car bed, as if it were a thing
in itself, to be moved, lifted, placed. Everything was so clean
in the country, Esther thought once again, observing the
lush growth of summer, the fullness of growing things, even
now, the first week in September.
The week before, the road had been blocked. There had
been some rock throwing; crosses were burned. The concert
could not be held. It was because the organizers had not been
prepared; it was because people like her hadn’t come. That’s
what Esther and her friends told each other. They had dis
cussed it, all o f them, their circle of friends, Flo and Sid,
Doris and Irv, Joan and Larry, she and Mark. They had
talked, decided; they could not sit by and let a bunch of
hoodlums, redneck types, stop Paul Robeson from singing.
“I don’t think you should bring the baby,” Joan had said.
“I wouldn’t bring a baby, or a child for that matter. You can
never tell about these things.”
Joan wanted her to get a sitter. Joan was not going to
Peekskill, but she had not offered to sit. Joan was back in
school trying to get her Master of Social Work degree and she
needed the time for study. She wanted to make up for the years
she had to work after the war so Larry could get his degree.
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Esther had never left Davey with a sitter, not even with
Mark. A baby’s place was with his mother; nothing could
hurt a baby if he was with his mother. I f she was going to the
concert, then Davey would go too. The trick was to come
early, to be there at the Hollow Brook Country Club in
Peekskill long before the concert started. If there was going
to be any trouble, it would be on the road, and if there was
trouble, it would be before the concert. They would not
bother to create a mess afterward when the whole purpose of
the protest was to prevent Robeson from singing. It was
nothing that a show of strength couldn’t overcome.
Still, she was glad the sun was out. She wanted everything
about this day to be perfect. Davey was only an infant, but
she wanted to be able to say, sometime in the distant future,
“Davey, you were there. You heard Paul Robeson sing.”
They had come early so there would be plenty of time for
them to eat, time for Davey to nap before the concert began.
Even so, the road had been lined with spectators. She could still
hear their shouts: “Moscow, straight ahead.” “Nigger lover.”
She touched his hand, the fat fist clutching the blanket,
the perfect heart-shaped lips on the slightly open mouth.
She could see him, the kind of person he’d be, but she could
not imagine his world twenty years from now, in 1969.
Something wonderful, no doubt, but still she could not im
agine it. And beyond that? She could not imagine him thir
ty, eight years older than she was now, older even than Mark,
Mark who sat on the grass beside her scanning the hills.
“Do you see him?” she asked. She assumed he was looking
for Sid. Sid was a fur worker and he wore a little white cap that
proclaimed International Fur and Leather Workers. It had
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the shape of the hats she’d made from newspapers when she
was a child, a pirate’s hat, she had called it. Now the same
kind of hat graced the heads of garment workers and meat
cutters and electricians, thousands of men, "Vet” chalked in
yellow on the backs and fronts of their shirts, standing literal
ly shoulder to shoulder, a human fence, at the edge of the
range of green hills that created the natural amphitheater
where they were sitting. No one expected trouble, but it
didn’t hurt to be prepared.
“How can he see him? There are thousands of them, and
they’re too far away.” Doris sounded annoyed.
Esther did not really like Doris. She was older, and worked
in a factory, and she was always telling Esther the correct line
on everything. But Irv was Mark’s closest friend, and Doris
was Irv’s wife, and she was Mark’s wife and that was that.
Doris had come early because Irv was one of the marshalls.
She had arranged to meet Esther in the parking lot so she
could have company while Irv was doing whatever he had to.
“I don’t know why you brought the baby,” Doris said,
glancing down at the car bed which lay between her and Es
ther. “H e’s a good baby, as babies go. But I wouldn’t have
brought a baby. They only get in the way.”
Doris thought children kept you from taking your place in
the world. She thought Esther should not have had a baby so
soon. Doris liked children, but she did not plan on having
children of her own. The future was too uncertain, she said;
fascism was just around the comer; there were concentration
camps waiting for all of them, look what they did to the Nisei.
Doris had brought a baseball bat. Just in case. A bat
wouldn’t be conspicuous, she’d said. “After all, baseball is
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something you play in the country.” Still, she had tried to
hide it under her seat when they came into the concert site
just in case the bus was searched. Esther thought Doris was
overreacting, but she could see her, feet firmly planted in the
ground, her sturdy body rigid, her short blonde hair held
back by bobby pins, the bat ready to crack down on
someone’s head.
I should have arranged to meet Flo, Esther told herself.
Flo was easygoing, relaxed, as if she did not have a care in the
world. Sometimes Esther envied Flo. Flo was married to a
union man. He was earning good money and helping other
men earn good money. Mark worked in his father’s shoe
business.
Flo was bringing Amy. Amy was a year old and still nurs
ing. No matter where they were, Flo would pull up her
sweater or open her shirt, flaunting her breasts, pushing a
nipple into Am y’s mouth, all the while smiling, talking
about nature, about politics. She did not let motherhood
push her out of things.
Esther always tried not to stare. After all, what did Flo
have that she and other women did not? Still, Esther found
her eyes drawn to the sucking mouth, the vein-marked
breast. The others, the men and women in her circle, averted
their eyes, as they kept on with their talk, about China as a
major power, morality in a nuclear age, the fate of the world
now that the Soviet Union was no longer their ally. Except
Sid, Flo’s husband. He always stared, almost drooling, as if
reliving some recent pleasure.
Esther smoothed Davey’s hair, thought again how beauti
ful he was, how much older than eight weeks he looked.
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What if Doris were right? What if there was trouble?
Now she noticed the preparations she had ignored before:
the tent with a red cross on its side, the cartons and boxes of
first aid supplies, the gallon containers of water. The audience
sat on the matted grass as if for a picnic. But there was none of
the levity associated with a picnic. Even the children were
quiet, the babies asleep. She pulled the car bed closer to her,
drew the blanket up around Davey’s shoulders and let her
hand come to rest on the metal frame on the other side.
A stage had been set up in the center of the arena right next
to a single oak tree. There was a big turnout, trade unionists
mostly, Shoeworkers, Furniture, Maritime, Needle Trades.
They wore their caps, buttons and armbands. Some directed
traffic, some kept order, most just stood: a symbol: they
would not be moved. “No Passaran,” she thought, remember
ing the words said in Spain, when Madrid was attacked. That
was before her time, something she had missed, but she knew
the words; she knew what they meant.
She knew a great deal about the past, but there were still
times when she felt like a child. She never thought of Mark
as a child. He was a real grown-up, twenty-six, a veteran who
had experienced things she had only read about. She remem
bered how her heart jumped the first time she saw him. It
was some sort of welcome-home party for veterans. He was
in his lieutenant’s uniform standing in a corner with other
veterans. He had a funny kind of face. She prided herself on
her objectivity. Good-looking in a way, blue eyes, fair skin, a
thin pointed chin. A triangular sort of face. Not at all
Jewish-looking. He pinched her cheek and said she was
cute. He smiled and said she was too young, jail bait. She’d
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been nineteen. She was young. But that was then. Now she
was married, now she was grown up.
Suddenly a group of about fifteen men filled the stage.
She looked questioningly at Mark. “A living wall,” he
whispered. “To protect Paul.” He pointed to the ridge of
wooded hills. “In case someone tries something funny.”
“They had better not try,” the man behind her said, an
older man in his fifties, his hair already grey. “They’d better
not touch a hair on Paul’s head,” he said hefting a rock he’d
picked up from the ground. “That’s right,” said Doris, pick
ing up her bat.
Esther looked to where Mark had pointed. She remembered
the grim faces, the whispers when they came in, “They’ll try to
get Paul.” Now she knew why he had been scanning the hills;
he’d been looking for the glint of light on a rifle. She would
never have thought of that. Who would have such rifles? She
had no experience with guns; she couldn’t even imagine
anyone she knew with a gun. The only guns she’d ever seen
were in the movies: six-shooters in westerns, rifles in war
films. She did not like to think about guns. That was one toy
she would not buy Davey. He would not have guns.
“I think I see Sid,” Mark said, pointing. Esther looked to
the living wall. She couldn’t be sure; they were too far away.
But she knew Sid was one of them. They looked tall, broadshouldered, and wore tan overseas army caps, brave men, all
ready to give their lives to save Paul’s.
As if on cue, Davey woke up. He did not cry, just tried to lift
his head, caught her eyes, smiled. Esther changed his diaper
and picked him up. The concert was about to begin and she
wanted Davey in her arms when she heard Robeson sing.
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Afterwards, she could never remember all the songs
Robeson sang. She remembered they all stood up and sang
“The Star Spangled Banner.” There was a piano piece by
Robesons accompanist, an aria from Boris Godunov. She
remembered the applause for “Let My People G o ,” how she
held Davey during “Curly-Headed Baby,” how they sang
along with “The Peat Bog Soldiers,” how they cheered for
“Old Man River.” She remembered how quiet it was, how
peaceful, how Mark had put his hand on hers as she held
Davey, how she kissed the soft spot on Davey’s head, how
happy she’d felt, how she’d smiled at Doris.
A holiday spirit filled the air as everyone began getting
ready to leave. They had brought it off: the concert had gone
off without a hitch. There had been no trouble, not even a
hint of trouble. Doris left to find Irv, carrying her bat,
proclaiming it a good-luck charm. Esther fed Davey some
applesauce and a bottle. She was not nursing; it was one of
her big disappointments that she couldn’t nurse, that she
couldn’t give Davey everything he deserved. He drifted off
to sleep even before he finished. She did not want to put him
in the car bed, so she held him, comforted by the pressure
against her chest.
They had been sitting in the car for a while. At least half an
hour. It was getting dark, the shadows longer, the sun low.
But it was still early. She couldn’t see how many people there
were, or how many cars. Nothing moved. It was not the way
they had come in. That had been a paved road; this was dirt
and narrow. She wasn’t really worried, just concerned about
getting Davey home and into his crib. It had been a long day,
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especially for a baby. There were people directing traffic and
they seemed to know what to do. Once they were out on the
highway, it wouldn’t take long to get home.
Two men with white armbands passed along the line of
cars on the driver’s side. “Close your windows,” one of them
told Mark. “They’re throwing things.”
Hurriedly she rolled up the window on her side. Their car
was an Oldsmobile, one of the first of the post-war produc
tion, borrowed from her father. A big car, not like their old
green Chevy coupe. Not everyone had cars. She knew some
of their friends were jealous, thought o f them as being rich,
just because they had their own car. Most of the concertgoers had come by bus, especially the trade unionists. That’s
how Doris and Irv had come. She wondered where they were
right now. She wondered if she and Mark should have come
by bus, if they would have been better o ff in a crowd. Still,
there were hundreds o f cars. Nothing could happen to a car.
But something, some instinct, made her pull the blanket
around Davey and over his head, covering his face.
The line of cars inched forward. Stopped. Started again.
Then they were moving and soon she could see the exit to the
paved road up ahead. They drove through it.
She would never forget what she saw. State troopers beat
ing the cars. Three o f them swinging their clubs against the
sides of the cars, lashing out at fenders, windshields, as if the
cars were alive, as if they were dangerous.
Others stood watching, laughing. “Go back to Russia!”
they shouted. “Commie bastard!”
That was the beginning.
On the right, there was a narrow bypass that led to the
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Parkway. That was the road Mark took. She heard herself
sigh with relief. A state road. It would be safe.
About thirty yards into the bypass, the gauntlet began.
Six or seven men were standing on the left side of the road,
beside a pile of large rocks. Two policemen stood at either
end of the group as if on guard. The men wore short sleeved
shirts, khaki pants, and American legion hats. As their car
approached, the men began to throw. “Nigger-lover!” one
shouted as he swung his arm and hurled a rock as if it were a
baseball. “Commie Je w !” screamed a mouth pressed up
against the window on her side of the car. The policemen
watched. They did not shout or throw. They swung their
clubs as if they were exercising. They smiled. That’s what
she remembered. The smiles, the joy in their smiles.
Even after the first rock crashed against the car hood she
could not believe what was happening. A rock hit the
windshield, cracking it. Several rocks crashed into the body
of the car. All the time the cops watched and laughed. One
laughed so hard, he had to hold his belly.
No sooner had they passed the first group then there was
a second. A rock hit the window on Mark’s side splattering
glass along his face, blood streaming down his shirt, some of
it falling on her arm, on Davey’s blanket.
“Sh, sh,” she said as Davey began to whimper.
“I’m going to ram them,” Mark said.
“Don’t,” Esther pleaded. She did not want to be isolated
from the line of cars. She thought there was safety in numbers.
When they came to the next group of rock throwers, Mark
turned the car into them. She couldn’t tell if it was deliberate
or because he couldn’t see. His glasses had come off, and she
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was afraid to reach down and get them, afraid to take her eyes
off the rock throwers. She watched them scatter now, like
animals taking to the woods. At that moment, Davey began to
cry. She clutched the baby to her, bending low.
No sooner had Mark brought the car back into line than
he had to stop. The car ahead was weaving back and forth.
She thought it was because the road was slippery, rocks
having hit a gas tank or radiator. Then she saw the blood;
there were splotches of blood on the road.
The car pulled over to the side and stopped. Esther stared
with horror as she and Mark drove past. All the windows
were smashed. The drivers body slumped over the wheel,
his head bleeding, the woman beside him screaming, “Help!
Someone help us!” They did not stop.
Finally they reached the Parkway. But it was not over.
There were more rock throwers. Even five miles from
Peekskill, there were organized groups stationed on the
overpasses to pelt the cars below with rocks, even cars that
had never been near the concert, buses that were going home
after a visit to the Roosevelt Memorial in Hyde Park.
Through towns and villages with names like Eastview
and Grasslands, cars ran the gauntlet of rocks, the road lit
tered with broken glass.
“I don’t believe it,” said Mark, as if his words would make
everything disappear.
“My God! My God!” Esther said. Over and over again,
“My God!” And all the time she held Davey, and whispered,
“There, there. It’s all right. Sleep. Sleep.” What did it mean?
How could it happen? She clutched her crying baby and
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looked at Mark. He seemed all right; he’d get them home.
She could count on him. Thank God for Mark.
Hours later, at home in Brooklyn, she still held Davey.
She would not put him down; she would not let anyone else
hold him.
Their friends called to see if they were safe. Joan said she
was terrified when she heard the news. “I was worried about
Davey. I felt guilty I hadn’t baby-sat,” she told Mark. “Thank
God you’re all safe.”
Doris said it was worse than anyone could have imagined.
She said the mob tried to reach into her bus through the
open windows to pull people out. She said she had her
baseball bat ready if any of them came near her. She said
hospitals were filling up with hundreds of wounded, with
cut and lacerated faces, glass splinters in eyes, fractured
skulls, men, women, and children. Even a state trooper had
been hit on the head with a rock. Doris said cars and buses
had been overturned; hundreds of people who had been
marooned at the concert site when their bus drivers deserted
had to be driven to safety by volunteers. She said, “This is it!
This is America’s Krystallnacht.”
Mark said he did not need medical attention; he’d be fine.
Esther was worried about Davey. She could not go to sleep
until he was checked. They drove to the emergency room at
Maimonides Hospital. Davey was fine. Mark was right; he
didn’t need any stitches. Glass fragments had hit him at the
hair line. It was bloody but not serious. The doctor looked at
her arm. It didn’t hurt. She had wrapped a diaper around it,
but the blood had soaked through. She didn’t feel a thing.
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It was a deep wound. “A piece o f glass probably,” the doc
tor said. She needed seven stitches halfway between her
elbow and her wrist. There would be a scar.
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To My Husband in Jail
by Peggy Garrison

When I heard you’d been arrested
I put on the silver ring you made for me years ago,
just after you’d gotten out the first time;
you’d hammered and hammered a quarter
’til at last you’d beaten it
into a lovely ring.
Our son has grown handsome and tall
that chubby baby in green-printed pajamas
who you cradled on your hip
while you stood over the stove
waiting for his bottle to warm.
Tyrone was the name I secretly gave you
when you were vulnerable and approachable,
when your hair was tapered and soft
and your dark face unlined;
Tyrone in a pale purple shirt,
solemn Tyrone,
Tyrone who on that last quiet evening
tongued me until I came.
Two days later you left our apartment for good,
lugging a duffel bag with your belongings
and sucking a pint of Bacardi Dark.
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I remember the afternoon you cried for your Uncle Sun,
the uncle who used to take you to play
with your Cherokee cousins in the hills,
the uncle you used to watch the sunset with,
you’d suddenly remembered his sister
shooting him in the head with her shotgun.
You told me about the time your mom and her new
boyfriend
hid you under some coats on the train
and told you not to move
so they wouldn’t have to pay another fare.
You told me about the time you were eight
and went out in a blizzard
to get some flour and syrup
so your mother could feed all those kids.
And school, how hard it was for you,
you begged your mother to beat your head,
thinking a head was something you could
literally beat sense into.
There were the deer in the early mornings
that you used to watch
drinking at the river’s edge;
there was your old Aunt Mo who’d go into the henhouse;
you’d hear a flutter and a cackle,
then she’d come out with three fresh eggs
for your breakfast.
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Know that I haven’t forgotten
being held in the back room at knifepoint;
the belt you hit our son with when he was five;
all those nights you stayed in Brooklyn;
the syringe I found in your brown tweed coat pocket;
that ride in the back seat of the police car,
looking for you after you’d leapt on my bed
and tried to choke me.
Over and over you’ve asked to come back.
No place except a head
is big enough to hold these extremes.
Low benches, blank walls
that morning we met at Family Court,
how confusing it was for both of us
that two people who loved each other
should end up here.
This impossible puzzle.
Our intention was to put the pieces in place
but powerful forces
kept pushing our fingers
out of the way.
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Review. She lives in New Mexico and teaches English at San Juan
Community College.
S U R D O V A L was born on Election Day and grew up in a very
small town. Since enduring four years at Sarah Lawrence College,
he has worked as a dishwasher, a short-order cook, a waiter, and a
landscaper. He is currently writing a collection of short stories and
reading a book about Elvis Presley. He lives alone in Brooklyn.
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G L O B A L C I T Y R E V IE W
Crime and Punishment Issue
EditorsGERRY ALBARELLI, MARIN GAZZANIGA, andANDREE
pages

have assembled a provocative collection that reveals the

ambiguous relationship between crime and punishment.

This issue features an interview with writers and ex-convicts KIM
WOZENCRAFT and RICHARD STRATTON about prison as pun
ishment and writing in prison; a piece by the class of 1994 New
York Theological Seminary at Sing Sing prison about rehabilita
tion, redemption, and salvation; and an interview with a retired
gay cop that suggests an unexamined world of sexual ized power.
A novel excerpt by J AME S CHAPMAN is a surreal depiction of a
brutal attack during the Persian G u lf War. j o a n k . p e t e r s
touches on the guilt of imperialism in her delicately rendered story
of an American couple who visit their friends living in Thailand.
Poetry by RICHARD McCANN, REBECCA SEIFERLE, and prison
writer JUDITH CLARK explores themes of self-punishment, religious
punishment, and the punishing anonymity of women in prison.

